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Abstract of Thesis Tresented to the GraduateACounci:1
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COMPOSITION IN THE. OPEN-1)00k. COLLEGE
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Paul Loch Hunter.
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dfliairmaki: Ward Hellstrom
Mhjor Department: English

o Six Composition I programs, each innovative in its own way, are

described and analyzed. Thp description is the result of field_research

conducted by the'author in the summer of 1976; the'analysis i the result

..
of research into recent stholarship in the teaching of written'comNsition.

,

A:haptcLeOne describes a grammar-oriented approach at Houston Community

A,College and analyzes the reason'S for and techniqUes Of tcathing grammai.
'

Chapter 'Two discusses Forest Park ComMunity College's relikt.ilice to teach

grammar and analyzes the effect of recent scholarship

on the teaching of Composition: A-

1.1

-I-

ut pes he approacil-at

Lullt.c which emphasizes James L. KInneavy,s-theory.of

the aims of diseourse,_and it analyzes the iMplications of Kinneavy's

A.Theory Of Discourse for freshman composition. Chapter Four discusses

the simulations approach at Long Beach City College and analyzes the

need for rea istic, well.defined Aaiun sixuations. Chapter FiVe

r:
describes the classroom-tutorial approach at Tarrant County Junior

-

ttllege, Northeast Campus, aucranalyzes indiV4luoilization'in composite
2 Q..

instrUction. Tinally, Chapter .Six describes thj applied commUnication

alternatiyeto Composition I at Mdramec Community. College'and analyzes the

`.1
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rationale for a career-oriented'alternative for those students desiring -it.

This thesis does not intend to evalUate or advocate ,zery particular

programs, but it does reach two conclusions: instructional emphaz:is on

.social dialects is growing, and instructors are making_.more of an effort

to develop realistic, well-designed writing asignments.

chairman



INTRODUCTION

James L.-Kinneavy's opening lines in A Theory of Discourse point

Je

out-the immediate and almost overwhelming problem confronting any study

Of composition. ife writes:

The present anarChy of.the discipline of what is commonly
categorized as "composition," both in high schools and
colleges, is .go evident as scarcely to require proof.1.

Another critic of the-field of composition', William E. Coles, Jr.,

0

writes in "Freshman Composition: The Circle of Unbelief" that instruction

in comf)osition'uSually has nO positive &ffeCt on the students; the

course is meaningless, irtelevAnt, and "calculatedly dissociated from

the curns of (the student] and the worldlhe lives- im"
..

The-purpose of this thesis is to search for a way out of both .

problems, to describe and inalyze composition p:rograms that art both

well grounded in contemporary scholars* n the leaching of cohipasition

and meaningful to the student.

The research proceeded in two steps: ield researCh and library,

research._ In the summar of 1976, in,looking for.innevative COmposition I

programs, I visited 24 open-door Community colleges in 14 cities. 'From

this research I selected six programs for discussion and analysis. my

selection was gudded by three concerns. FirSt, I was interested more

1
. ,

.James L. Kilineavy, A.Theory ok Discourse. (Englewbod Cliffs, N.J :

Prentice-Halli 1971), p. 1.

2Wifliam E. toles, Jr., "Freshman glish: The Circle of Unbelief,"
College English, 31 (Nov. 1969), p. 137

4
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in innovative programs than in c,ourses based on and guided by the

best-salling textbooks of the timN Second, I. was interested in programs

.developed to accommodate condV:iohs in eacir individual aollege, program

y ich reflect the administrative philosophy and capability of.the

(
college, the academic gpals of the college, the talents and interests

.-

the.faculty, and the needs and wishes of the students and their .

community.
3

Finally, I wa's not'looking for a single "correct" method

Of teaching Composition .I, bat for methOds with clear goals and objective

a
and w 1-designed structure, As James Gray, director of the Bay Area

Writing Project, has discovered, ihe'Nion jenominator among successful

composition teachers is not,any particuhr method, but an understandable,'

'coherent pattern'of instructiion. He says: .

The one thing I've been able to point out over three
or four years of the project'that seems t6.identif); all
of the successful teachen, is that they seem to know why
they're doing what they are doing. Their couri,es have
pattern,. have TaTis. You can look back and see spcluence..
They come at it, as I have said, in:various ways. Some
will emphasizediction; some will.emphasize.writing-to
audiences; some will emphasize point-of view. But the
emphasip is schething they are passionate about. They
know wh3, they are doing what they are 4oing, apd that
seems to be what is importanf.4;-.

Also, the analysis of eaCh of the six programs introduces

discussiOns 'of the'major questions raised in recent scholarship in

3
J'.R. Bryan, "The Influence of the Nature of a College Upon the

DeVelopment of a Freshman Program- in Eng1ish,,DisFertation,Abstract
International, 32A.(1972), p. 6S2QA.

4
James Gray; interviewed on The MacNeil/Lehrer Report (New York:

,WN4i; Library #364; Show 02119;.February 17, 1977), p. 7.
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written composition. The analYsis of the Houston' Community College

program,.a program traditional in content but distinguished b; an

innovative system of administratiOn,'considers the current debate over

the teaching of grammar. -The analys'is of tilt Forest Rark Community
.

College program continues this discussion of grammar by considering the

impact of recent sclularship in social dialects oh the teaching of

composition and by weighing the arguments for and against the resolution

on the students'_rights to their own. language. The Austin'CoAMI.nity

College progr4m, based on Kinneavy's A Theory of Discourse, introduces

afliscussion of the implications of Kinneavy's theory of rhetoric pn

the teaching of.composition. The analysis of the Long. Beach City

'College program, a program which places students in simulated writing

situations, discusses the thoory behind group work and the need for

realistic, controlled communication problems.. The tutorial program at

Tarran: County Junior College, Northeast Campus, introduCes a discussion

of ind.vidualiiation in writing instruction. Finally, the analysis of the

career,oriented alternati've.to Compositton I at Meramec COmmunity College

introduces a discussion of the Applied Communication cour'se and considers. ,

.

its advantages and disadvantages a; an alternative t6 ComposiLion I.

The arrangement of the s'ix chapteat follows a trend which is
A

developing in the teaching of composition in community colleges across

the country. Mbre and more, instructors are trying to design courses

and make assignments which are relevant to the needs of vocationally- .

oriented students as well as academically-o*iented students. This

arrangement of the-Six chapters should allow the reader to see the

individual discussions from a practical perspective.
, 4
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GRNPUR ONE

iOUSTCN COt1&TNIii CO1;.ECI-.

-At Houston Commu. ty College, Humanities DivisiOn Cha#rperson

Claudine D. Atkinsor ha eveloped a Com,-.Dsition I course which is

distingu hed by a heil c of,televlsion, telephones, and tIm mail

,system--:,nd.by a near_ ,lete abandonment of the classroom and the

tradi.tionhl responsibilities of the 4assroom teacher. Un4pr her,plari,

'students view two thirty-minute-lectures a week on a local television

station, attend a-large weekly uTitingseminar to take exams and to A

0
write essays, and discuss,their graded essays with phone-in tutgrs ho. .

- have photocopies og the grad.pd essays.'

Although Atkinsod's program has' dispened with the traditional
0

idea of organizing poop,le into classes, it has not done so for the sake

of individualization, self-pacing, or increased contact with.the

instructors. On thc contrafy, this program Is rigidly systemhfic,

competitive and mechanical; the studedts have very little direct contact

lyith the instructors. Men why i3 the program set up this way? _Because

it's all the college can afford...

H oOston Community College was established in 19711y the Houston

Independent Sc.hoOl District, and its enrollment has grown hy, nearly SO%

. tack year, to over 20,000 in Fall,-1976. The school district, hOwever,

has been unable ,O pass thetbond Proposals needed to support adequately.

a college of this size: Consequently, everything is done as cheaply as

) 1 2
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possible. The college has few facilities or full-tiMe instructors oi

its'own; nearly all the teaChing -.Is done in high schools at night and

.011 weekends.or over television. Since the school board funds few full-
.

time'fiCUlt positions; about 9F,' tion I instruction is

carried out.by part-time inst _ases this means exhausted

higfi Schoolteachers who are th the goals'and strategies of

a college composition course.

AtkingOn's system is the only one in which she could control and

account for the auality of instruction. Under the new system, the .

.

t.
part-time faCulty members are not expected to be responsAle for running

'an entire course, merely vo grade essayS-and answer questions. Has the

system.worked? 011y about 45% of the students finish,the course, but the

. facultyAnd administration feel-they areproviding a viluable' learning.

'. experience unde'r nearly impossible conditions to thousands of working

people iri the community who_would not otherwie have sought further

instruction in writing. '

The goalsiof the course are trad)tional; at the 5 er's end the

. v _

Student should be.abie to write a short essay in Edited'American-thglish'

tollowingone of several organizaflonal. models. The aCcountability
, .

system,'cOnsisting,of'an objective Pretest and posttest oriented toward'

EditeNAmerican English, 'provides whai.Atkinson feels is a reliable,
.",%.

.
.

measureto determine how Well ihese,,goals have been met. On a one hundred
,

point-scaler the average student completing the CourSe improves fifteen

points during the semester; Atkinson considers this to be an indication

that the course i fairly su4essfuL Also, it sheuld-be notedAhat many

of the students who dpf:net finish actually learn a significant amount during

'the -tA they are enrolled.

13
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,The course syllabus'and sehedule provide a well-structured approach to

Composition I which emphaSizes basic, traditional writing skills. The

course iiieves from two points of grammaticai'and holistic, siqpltaneously.

The-gramMatical sequence fellows Floyd C. Watkins, Practical English

Handbook (Houghton-Mifflin, 1974), whi(: it OM' teach'grammar and .
t

'sentence structure. The telev1c t the structure of this

book. At the Same time, students study different modes of.esay writing

in Gerald Levin's Prose Moidels4farcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, 1975), which

introduce's and provides examples of essays .of definition, comparison and
.

contrast,analogy, induction, and dedupon. The students write and,

revise an essorin each of these fiye modes. Furthermore; each..student

takes a midterm and a final examdnation with an objectAve comip;onent (used

,

for accountability purposes) and an essay component. \

Implications of Published.Research

Research in the teaching of co

from which to analyze the aims and procedu es of Atkinsen's Program.

This thesis examines three aspects of the program: the use of\television,

thejheavy,emphasis o.n instructioh in grammar; and the use of o6ective

ition prevides a per,pectivé

tests "as an accountability deviCe.

Thp heaVyleMphasis on televised instruction is-a questionable'
0

technique, but in Houston's program it serves quite well. In Reiearcir
. .

in Written:Ce+sition,.Braddock, Lloyd-Jones, and Schoer find two faults
V

with televised '1.nstruction--cost and interference with the classroom

teacher's.adaptapility of,course content.
1

The first criticism does

1Richardlraddock, Richard Lloyd-Jones, and Lowell Scheer, Research
,in Written Composition (Champaign, Ill.: National Council of TeaChers
of.English, 190)-, p. 47. ,

1 4
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roar*,

not apply to the program. Although initial prOduction)costs were19,000

for all sixteen hours, ..spee_al arrangements with a.loCal television
//

provide air thw for only fifty dollars a lesson./The second criticism

/
is, jn fact, aloebefit in Houstoh's.case. Braddock complains thai'in

some cases, "normal classroom

than supplemented by thc

te,levised instructic

maintained in Houston's
, .

procedures-have tet.n interrupted rather

ion set.;"2, But Atkinson opted for

imal classroom procedures" cannot be

Acd econoMici(situation.

Braddock goes on, however, to discuss a research project which indicates

that television "may be a LL ,ft2l instructional aid, especially where

instructors are teaching composition for the first tinle:"3 Again, this,

s precisely whyAtkinson:adopted television; it pro:vides structure 'and

reliable informatiOn in a'situation where abotit.95% of the instruCtion is

carried out by part-time iostructOrs who may notbe familiar with the aims

and content of the course. In other words, the televised instruction

guarantees that the students will hove at least a large share of the

.content of the traditional, grammar-oriented. Composition I course in a

situation where'they might simply.receive a disorganized, secondail

.school-kevel course onpersonal Writing.

Several years ago George P. Elliot summed up the feeling of many
,

\Go*osition I teachers when hewrote that teaching grannar "Wor ed

impeccably in iivpressing the imagination."4 In a mote objectl voice,.

Braddock, p. 47.

3
B addock, 0. 47. -

4
George,P. Elliot, "Tea,irg English," Gollege inglish, 31

Noy. 1969),P. 15:

"

11
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Braddock summaizes many research studies and, basically agreeing with

Elliot, he Writes:

. .

In view of the-widespread agreement of research studies
.

based upob many types of students _and teachers, the
conclusion Can be'stated in strong and unqualified termS:
the teaching of formal grammar has a negligible.or, because
it usually displaces some instruction andpractice in actual
cemposition,'even a harmful effect on the improvement of
writing.5

' But is C in AtkinsoWs proftra analysis of the

nature and the frequency of writing.in the course shows that ie is nett

entirely true. Certainly, advocates of the resolution On: "The Students!
t.

Rights to their Own language" (discussed in detail in aapter Two) wOUld

.harshly:criticiZe thiS:pregram for interfeting with the:dialect of many

,Students, stifling self-expression, and teaching a falSe notion of

language--all because of e heavy emphasis'en pdited American English.

/

But Aikinson and her Coliege.sharea different assumption about what

/
the students need; they believe all-students-need-a-basiG knowledge 4'

the grammatical rules of.Edited American English. .

Bradaock's criticism that instructionjn.granifar "displaces'some

instruction and practice in actual composition" is not.entirely true in

Illouston's case; each week,the students have a major Writing project: an .

essay; a revision, or a te§t. Fukthermore, the ipstruction in giimm4T

is not haphazard; it is systematic, thorough, and designed-to complement

ratherthan displace, the insiruttion and practice in-actual coMPosition.

Also, research in-composition is by no means in unanimous agfeement with
,A

Braddock; several recent studies support the type of----approachlto

5
Braddock, p.

16



instruction in grammar which Houtiton takes. (FirSt, Donovan Stoner',
.) ,

Lewis L. Beall, snd ArthUr Anderson, in "A SystemApprOach to the.

Mechanics of English Expression,".report that instrUction ñ grammar
0 )

does' help the student to compose better essays, but only if that

ingtruction is systematic.
6

HoUston's program issystematic in that

students are not graded on points of grammar on which they have not yet

-

received instruction. Seoond. two other reports,,Phyllis Brooks!

"Mimesisi Grammar and choing Voice" and imcfnv "Spme

Contributions from Grammar to,the Theory_of Style,"8 indicate that'

instruction in grammar enhances'rather than stifleS the development offr
. ,

individual style.:7akinson adamantly insistS that 'the correlation of .

grammar and style is true in theory arid in practice and her televised

lessons and emphasiS,on revision concentrate On thig. Finally, two reports

.'on grading, John Neers."Comparing Various Approaches to Theme Grading"

and Bob Kline's "I k'now You Think You Know What I Said," endorse the

benefits of teaching grammar.' Neel's

reliability is aisociated with th9nes

/ ..

6Donovan Stoner, Lewis L. Beall, Arthur Anderson, "A Systems Approach
-to the Mechanics of English EXpression,".Research in the Teaching of
English; 6, no. 2 (1972),_pp. 200-211.

7
Phyllis.Brooks, -Mimesis: Giainmar and the Echoing Voice," College

English,.5 (Nov.,1973), pp. 161-168.

8
TimothY Shopen, "Some 'Cointributions from Grammar to the. Teaching

. of Style," 'doLlege English, 35 (April 1074), pp. 775-798.

research concludes that a higher

graded.fOr grammar rather than conten0

9
John Neel, "Comparing Various Approaches to Theme Grading,"

-

Education; 95 tFall 1974)4 pp. 92-93.
-;
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)Kline find.s..th4t instilactors who teach grammar systematically and grade,

only on What has been taught tan easily avoid misleading.their students
)-as to exactly what is expected'of. them, thereby reducing:writing anxiety

and frustration with ,the courte.10 Atkinson is making 4 major:effort to

standardize grading and to inform students about exactly what is--

expedted of them. So Atkinson's. approach standt up quite well to

Braddock's criticism, and her emphasis on grammar certainly does not _

have a, harmful gffect on the improvement of writing.

A recent study- by LaVerne tianners,, whq,.shares .Atkinson :t-assumption

that all students'need to master the basic rules- of Edited- AmeriCan.

Engli4h perhaps points the way to improved instruction; in grammar.

Working with a carefully cortfrolled, primarily blaek population, she

ireports that instruction in gramthr is,more effective for black students

when the course includes a focus on :the nature PE dialects. Both her

control group and, her experiinental group used The Madii Ilan. Handbook ,

by Kieigr and Walker, whin is similar to the grammar book Atkinson uses;

the' experimental group receivea instruCtion on the nature OE diajects
-

while the control group dicf.not. She reports that the experimental giltup.

learned the rules of Edited AmeriCan English'much more readily

":.;s1

r

Oncludes that linguistic in tr*tion.on dialect differences g eatly enhancek ,

e ability of, black students to shift back and forth between dialects.11

10Bob k).ine, "I KnOw You Think You%Know What I Said, ' College
37; (March11976), pp.. 661,662.

ii
laVerne Hanners, "A Study o5 'the EffectiVeness of:Linguistically

iented Teakhingilethodt in Correr.ting Dialectally Derived Errors in ,

the Writing of Blatk-Conegg Studeas,," 1,972, ED 067 nil.'"

1 .
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Perhaps Atkins,a's (:J1rse would have more success with black students

if she applied findings to hersyllabus.

The majcir flaw in AtkinsOn!s,yrogfam is not instructionalit is

hei accountability device,- objective pretesting and pOsttesting. 'Br'addOck'

.points out that research studies, clearly indicate that objectwe'testing

is an unacceptable accountability device. These tests '!do not require

:the examing!e'to perform the aCtual tiehavior being meaSuredhe Ones ,

iU
41

gther wqrds,, "they do not require the examineeactual wi g.

.to select his oun words and to compose---to formulate and organize his'ouin.
:

ideas`into ilaragraphs and.sentEnces.'"13. A better accountabilitydevice

.-would be pretests and posttests thatAarp short essays. These short

,essays can be found in AtIcinson's Syllabus,,but they are not used for

accountability purposes. Braddock inSists that the rating of essays can.

1..1 ha
ghlY-teliable and should be used for accountabilily studies. 14

'Houstorka unfortunately, has nothad time'to &ordinate an essa4 rating

-program on this scale, so they have opted for the less valid 'measuring.

deviCe. But according to BraddoCP.s findings, Houston really should.not.

sattempt to.argue that their' accountability system:is' a valid ineasuTement
al

.of student progress.

The major innovatien of the Composition I program at Houston, then,4

is purely administrative; the content is a ti-aditional, backtcAaSics:
,to

12
;Braddock, p.,42.

13
BraddOck, p. 40, 41.

14
Braddock, p. 40.

;#
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-approach. The course.syllabus is included in Appendix A of this.thesis

in the hope that it 1Nrill prove a useful guide to a program leaderldealirig

ith severe budget limitations or.ta a beginning teacher designing a
, .

fairly traditional Composition I course, 'The ',yllabus'is thorough and
-.

.

detailed; objectives andoaSsignments are quiti.e clear. Anyone adopt'ng
,

thiYapproach, howeimr, c'hould talCe stuuy into aLL.Qu.11.; the

te4Ing of uiafects Offers the promise of.helping thejaaek-stddents
; .

meet the Edsic grammar objectives, so a,unit-qn dialectsrshould be included.'

Furthermore', an emphasis on diets removes4he.very real criticism

from the advocates of the studehtS' iighis tO their own,language, a

tcr4iciSm which states thdt CompositiOn.1 too often teaches a false ide,

of language. The mxt chapter deals witn'this critidismdh more detail.-



FOREST PARK:COMMUNITY COLLEGE.'

Elisabeth I1cPJrson, the'llTanities Division Head at'Forist Park

(on@ of three ,c minun ty colleges, in St. Loais), sees two majar problems

with the approa to ConipoSitiOn I that heavily emphasizes grarimar,,an

appioach such a that of Houston Commdnity College first, she kinds..

that a heavy emp sis on mechanics-produceslin the stUdents a'fack of

confidence in th ir writing ability., Second, a heavy
e.

mechantqs ignortelwhat McPherson calls 'the.Ireal_clUalittes

writing": direct, yigorous prose; generalization's Supported with '

specific statements or examples; and sound logic. As she sees it,

a heavy emPhasis on grammar gets in the way of good,writing instruction.

But her aversion to. teaching .grampar lies deeper than that. The

priMary commitment of McPherson did. her colieaguesdat Forest Park is best
,

suwarized by the resOlution of the Conference on College Composition

and Communication. on "The Students' Rights. to Their Own Language."
, .

ssed in 197.., it .reads:
,

We affirm tfie students' right to_ tl.eir owl patterns .and.
, vOrieties of languagethe dialects of their nurture

or whateVer dialects in which.they firid their An
identity and style. Language scholars long ago denied
'that the myth of a standard American dialect has V1Y-
validity. The'-claim that any.one dialect is

AMIE'
'

Interview with EliSabeth McPherson; August, 1976; Forest Park
i;.Colimmity College; St. Louis,. Nb,



unacceptabl- tb 7ittemp( -. ,;J)cial gr(

to assert i i'vQ another. cla.
ieads to 0 -Tcakers a' , ai, .

, ,
immoral , ik... , n :V nation piutid oi its

diverse heritage .and lt,s cultural and racial variety

Will preserve its hcrifage.of dialects. We offirm.
strongly thaeteachers must have the experience and
training, that will.enable than to respect diversity 2

and uphold the right ,of i ents "to their own language.

This resolution is by no means uhiversally accepted by _comunity collefe
.

English instructors. My purpose here is not to argue for or against

-the resolution to .explain-what it means and show howthe faculty. .

at Forest Park aji,y thift resolution to COmposition If1-1*

Even though an excellent lingUistic rationale was published tO
.

.

exppin the statement, 3 teachers continue to entertain many mikonceptions.

abOtit $at it `actually Says. As a result: veri few 'community college

instructors adapt their couises to the resolution. 'For this reason,, this

thesis needs-to explain what the resolution means-.-and what'it does not

mean--before showing exactly how the resolution affeCts CoMPosition I

at Forest Park.

What 'file Resolution Means

The-resolution Obens by stating. that students- shoUld be

to'express theMselves in whatever dialect makes them ieel

Worth); ef respect. It does_pot mean.that Ihe student shou be denie(J,

access to the middle' class-dialect; if a student chooses to shift' his

ZMelvin A. Butler and others. "The Students' Right to'Their
.; Own Language." Colleie English, k (Feb. 1975), ,pp.710-,711. Also in

a.special issue of College Composition and Communication, 25.:(Pall, :1974). °

3Ibid.



dia1 i hoUld be helped to achieve this geal. The supporters of.

the res,Aition believe that when students are nOt givefi a choice in

'this matter their rights are violpted. The resOutio4 says.that students

most be given ..the opportunity to make an informed\decision on this

. .

Matter; their d,Jcisien mUst not be forced or denied.

The reSolution goes on to say'that "language Jlolars.long ago

denied that the myth of a standard American dialect\has any validity."

This is a recognition of the,fact that all English-sleakingyeople

speak certain dialects of English ahd that no one dialect is inherently

superior to. any -other. There are several-varieties, or dialects-y-0r

American English, but none is "standard."c There is ho ever, sah a thing

4s Edited American English, but this is a secoMary fot,iof language,

as the wcrd "editld" implies,,and not a natural dialect. Oge find

Edifted'A4e-a-tn English in newspapers, textbooks, busines lettei-siland

speeches, but it seldom appears,in the first d'raft.TOf any \ iting. Before

editing, the writer must find a worthwhile subject, organiz hip ideas,

support,the generalizations, and write vigorbus and forcefulTsenteneeS.

Only after the writer achieves,these aims does editing.enter into the
%

prOcess.' The resolution assum4 that all of the students need\the prima

skills, but'very-few need the secondary skillS. 'the,skills ofhe

stenograpiher or copyreader or editor.

-
The resolution then recognizes' that people tend to use languaP

as a way ofrmintaining an unju.;t Class,structure. Language4oreji4dice-

-4s very much alive; thei-eis a midespread feeling that the linguistic

choices of the higher classes-are "right" and the linguis04choices of

the lower classes are "wrong." The suppolters of the resolution belieVe

t English teachers perpetuate'language prejudice when .they de not



inform Nbir students about the nature of language and dialect.' The

stipporters contend it is unethical to put a high valull'on one dialect

. and tb scorn another. The objection to this line "of argUment usually

takes the form of passing off.the responsibilityi that is,'English

teachers Often agree that.there is no.such thing as standard Engfish,

but contend that if the students do not learn'the more prestigAes dialect

f 1th.iy will do podrly in their other courses and'on the job market. .SupPorters

of the resolution counter this objection at s everalpoints.. First,-
, .

. students should be, and usually are, judged by the teachers of their
.

,

lther courses.according.to:the quality of the studerits' ideas and their

.6bility to write clearly and vigorously,..not by their ahility 0 write

the,mou prestigious dialect. NtPherson.contends that dialect

differences creaie.problems only in English courses. Seconcr:Affirmative

Action prbgrams have drastically altered the nature ofthe job market-,
..

40 and the supPorters argue that the'ability to speak and.write.a. prestigious

dialect is no longer tremendously impOrtant When a4lack.or chicind college

graduate.looks.for a job. Third, and most importantly, the-resolation's

'advocates contend that language And language attitudes are the business
.

.

of'English teachers; luid the decision of the majo. rity of Eng/iSh'teaChefs
. .

. ,.

to !accept or reject the reolution will, in effect; 'diminish'or perpetuate-
, .

1angua4eprejudice.

Next, the resolution,asseqs that peOple:are,- and.shouddbe,-proud
y

000erica's diverse cdItural heritage, so America's diversity of dialects

Should not 6 eradicated.',-McPherson feels that tibjectors-to the

resoldion worry that it mciuld widen gaps between existing dialects and

icreate new dialects.e But the resolCaon does not advocate Widening or

creating differences, but merely acCepting tjle-eNisting ones. Furthermore,
0
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a.living language always changes--and nobody has ever been able to stop

it. McPherson points out that people today who shudder over. missing

-s's and -ects would feel the same kind of despair at any point in

histov; particulafly in Shakespeare's time, when the
' 1

Chaucer'g.era were'vanishing: Language change cannot

inflections Of

be stopped and

differences cannot be eliminated. The statement simply says that

English teachers should,accept change and diversity'. 4

Me last sentence of the resOlutiOn, calling for more linguistic

,training-for English teaChers, i$ the most self-eVident: college English-
.

teachers snould know:enough about ti;e nature Of langUage to Understand

the resolution and apply it to their Composition I courses. However,

'very few_CompositiOn I opurses-actually.adopt it, so ,a,discussion Of the'

&mils and strategies of Composition I at Forest,Park should prove helpful

for7any teacher wishing to teach Englishand itill respect the students'

rights tb the language of their 'choice.

dr;

How theResolution is.Applied at Forest Park

At the beginning of the Composition I course at Forest Park,

each student receives the following,list of the course's,ten

At the end of the coursef the student, should:
1. Be more confident in their ability to communicate -

in writing.
2: Be more fluent writers.
3. Have written in a journal about anythihg at an.

of their choosing.
4. Experience, understand,,and -internalize the following

about.the nature of language:

4
MUch,of the above discussion is a synopsis of, my interview

:with MtPherson and of i; mimeographed paper written by her to;train
, part-Aime facplty at Forest Park.

25
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a. that it Is spoken,
b. that is ts.symbolic,

c. ,that both the symbols and the systems of
symbols are arbitrary,

d. thct it is changing:
S. Experience, understand, and internalize tha-t

no.one dialect is inherently superior to any other.
6. Experience, understand, and internalize-some

politica4-and -economic implications Of,
langt7tage, including such Asuer, as sexism and
racism. -.

7. Experience, understand, and internalize th6
relationShip between human beings and their
langt!age.

8. Be writing directly and vigorousy.
9. Be able-tO support generalizations with

-

specific statements-or examibles:
10P. Have gained some experience in expository

writing: . . .

Notice.that the aims of the:course do.:not mention the:t40i-OgPf
-

Edited AMerican English; they do'not prescribe a minim6M nuMber Of

3(10-'500 11;61;a; filie-paragraph esSays;.and they donot include a library

V research paper:. In fact McPherson sees these more traditional aims as

Ontrary to the intent.of thee coUrse av.Forest Park:

The,first three of these aims are more coMmon in developmental

writing.courSesiimain,Composition I courses; nonetheless, Ken Macrorie's.
N

1121aAht and.Telling Writing 'advocate-theseaims for CompoSitioni,and

their poOularity appears to be growing amohg community college ilistruCtOis:-

Forest Park has articulated these aimS in such a wav-that'the third-Aim,

is actually a strategy for achieving the first two. \The Forest Park

faculty, like most commnnity college instrUctors, find that-the gTeat

majority of their-entering students aregrossly lacking in self-confidence

Consequently, write as little as possible. MahersOn belleves,that

when'the firsNtwo aims are achieved, the Students' ability to communicate

is greatly enhanced in order tc achieve theie aiu, j.hs:tructors can
--_,

apiproach the journals in number of.different ways; however, the'

2.6
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approaches at Forest Park have two common denominators. FIrTst, the

journals are not waded. Rather than using negative reinforcement to

force the students to write, the leachers find that positive reinforctment,

usually in the form of=supportive I-titlarks and questions, mote effectively

reduces the.stut:cats' inhibitions. Second, the journal must be more

than a diary. Although m4ny students are very guarded and threatened

when going beyond the clerical recording of their daily events, the

.non-punitive'nature of the journal encourages most to come out pf hiding'

1
and-to become more fluent wrifers. It's Mine Writeit That Way

(New York: Random House, 1972), by two Forest PArk instrUctors

Dick Friedrich and David Kuester, is specifiCally designed for,this:

approach. And because it is full of Suggestions for journal entries

and samples of student journal writing, it-is very appropriate for any

Composition I course which relies heavily on.journal writing.
L-

Thb next four eimis are interrelatedand.directly connected to the

resokution on Students' Rights to Their Own Language. Mbst students, are,

at firSt, very confused by these aims, but the follbwing exercise, and

,other activities like it, bring students to an understanding of language

which very few freshmen evet approach. In a recent article .McPherson

writes:

We'emphasize the symbolic nature of language, that no
word has any "real" meaning, by playing with nonsense
words. .Students create and "use" words which halo
meaning only for them, and as they work with thege
nonsense words,A4ey discover several new things-about
language and especially about English. aey notice that

6 the new words they have created are alMost always-nouns
or l'Perbs or adjectives, even though that terminology
isn't used. If they attempt to form new ptep6gitions
or articles or conjunctions they find themselves in -------__,
trouble. They notice not only that English has a system, f"

27
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but that the system has already been very
thoroughly built into then: They can create a
word like "vanloo0" and use it with any meaning
they choose, but if they create "nvloop" nobody
in the class will be able to.say it. They discover-,

too, that "The vanloop goffled the\triggle" is not
the same as "The triggle gpffled t vanloop," and
that everybody in the class instant y knows it isn't
the same. They'see that understandi .Eulish
grdwar is not a matter of identifying "goffled"

,
.

,as an active verb in the.past tense but rather as .

a matter of being able to create those two sentences
and knowing the difference between them; Obvious
as that discovery may seem, it's an enormous comfort
tomany of our students, and any of them who know a
second 1 guage go on to discover some of the
structura ferences between English and Spanish

. A;
or Korean.

The cyporse go on to teach that there is no such thing as absolute

correctness an that "incorrectnesi"js usually'linked with distinctions 1

of .race, sex, or class. An Awareness of Language (Cambridge, Mass.:

Winthrop, 1975),.by another Forest Park intructor, Joel Margulis,

provides some excellent ideas for a'Composition I-course which focuses

,

heavily on language attitudes; the Organizati,on of the book generally

follows aims four through seven. Margulis also provides an abundance of

exercises and journal topics..

The last three aimS are common to most cammunitycollege CoMposition

I courses, though the attitude behind them at Forest Park.is fairly new.

"Experience conyinces us," says McPherson, "that students who care about

what they are writing, and who have stopped worrying about superficialities,

- will write more directly and vigorously than students Who'ate trying to
\

placate teachers by the avoidance of error."6 She finds that students

s
McPherson.. "English at Forest Park-

-'-----=----05115Unity College. College English, 35 (14a5r 1974), p. 890.

6Ibid.
p. 891.
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encovrafirto write frequently and in a non-punitive environment

develop direct and vigorous prose.. Her book, Plain English Please:

A Rhetoric (New York: Random House, 1966), co-authored with Gregory

. Cowan, focuses on the last three aims, providing students with .

..Instead, they use a writing

organizational patterns for different kinds of.expository writing.

Of- the three books published by Forest-Park English instructors, this

last one is the most acceptable to the majority of community college

Composition I courses because its is almost exclusively.with

the last three dim.5.

Perhaps the most unique feature of Composition,I at Forest7ark is

its advanCed placement exam.

because it does not measure

The department does not use the CLEP exam

what Composition I at Forest Park teacnes.:

sample and a 100-question language attitude

test which the departmenlouTites. Questions on the test include:

4. Spelling errors make it impossible to understand t;
' this sentence: "Their were-fore p1anes an to

hellycoppers in the sky." (Agree of disagree.)
5. The sentence, "Drive alert in Illinois" should'

read "Drive alertly in Illinois" because adverbs
,must end in 71y.

7, bince you.know what the.history of a word is, you
can besure.101at its only real meaning is.

9. Nbst people)see.experience according to'the
-categories their-nature.language has.set up
-for them.

10. An. English teacher's main.job is to correct
students when,they make mistakes in speaking
or-writing. -

15. It's a Mistake to, say, "That was an awful
404 -hamburger" because awful really means full

ADf awe.f'

N14.1

29
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Unless the student scores at least 90% on this part, the testing

committee does not read the.writing sample. Each semester two or

three people pass the advanced placementexam, but no one receives

advanced placement creeit who does not,meet all ten.of the course goals--

aims four through seven included.

The English faculty at.Fortst Park believe strongly in thein

Composition I program, distinguished by a reluctance to teach mechanics,

a focus on language attitudes, and a non-threatening environment (failing

grades are never assigned) Nonetheless, few community colleges endorse

such an approach: Recent scholarship and research on social dialects

and the resolution itself Uncover some of the problems--and.benefits--

of the resolution and the type of approach to Comirsition I which it

suggests.

The Debate over the Resolution

-Largely due to the work Of William Labov,8 more and more Composition't

instructors arebecoming aware that the non-standard-dialects of black

people are.not itherently inferior to the standard middle-clas- dialect.

The difference is really a matter of prestige. 1.3ut-what_are the differences?.

Pixton, in "A ContemporUxv Dilemma: The Question of Standard.

English," points out differeilces in both syntax and vocabulary,
9
and

-Labov has pointed out differ'ences in verb endings, pronouns, and plural

litabov has published several books and articles on social dialects'
in' the-United States. The most relevant to the compósition instructor
is his The Stbdy of Nonstandar&English(Champaign, Ill.: National Council

-of TeaChers of Engliish; 1970).

.

Pixton. "A Contemporarr Dilemma: The Question of Standard
Eng/ish." College Composition and ComMunication, 25 (Oct. 1974), pp.247-253.
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formations.
10

D.S. Whittaker, in "A Content Analysis af:Blaek English

Maiketin Compositions of Community College'Freshmen," reports that

the differences are extremely Predictable; composition instructors can

expect to find Black English markers in the writing of most inner city
,

bluck 'students. 11

EVen though she would agree with Whittaker's findings,,Marilyn Sternglass

argues that the differences are supeificial. In 'IDialect Featuredf the

CompoS4ions of Black and,White College Students: The Same.or Different,"

she argues that the dialect differences account for no qualitative

difference in the writing of black and white freshmen and that the white

freshmen occasionally use alhost all of the same nonstandard markeri as the

12/
blacks, but not as frequently. .,And she, like Richard Braddock, 13 ,

concludes that correcting these superficial differences does not warrant

the expenditure of a Freat deal of class time. Geneva Smitherman agrees.

In ""God Don't Never Change': Black English from a BlaCk Perspective,"

she argues that the oaMposition instructor should focus on clarity,

10
Labov. The Study of Nonstandard English. pp. 1-75.

11
D.S. Whittaker. "A Content Analysis of BloCk English Markers in

Compositions pf Community College Preshmen.:' Dissertation'Abstracts
International, 1973,,T. 756A.

-12Mlartlyn 'Sternglass. "DialeCt FeatureS of the ComPositions of Black
and White College Students: The Same dr Different," College CoMposition
--and Communication, 25 00ct. 19741, pp. 259-263. ,

"Richard Braddock, Richard Lloyd-Jones, and Lowell Schoe'r. Research.
ImWritten Composition (Champaign, 111.: National Commit- of TeaChers

r

lish, 1963), pp. 37-38.



coherence, organization, and the effective use of evidence--and leave

dialect choices to the student.
14

But the controversy is much larger than this. Two articles by

, James Sledd and one by Wayne O'Neil argue against teaching standard

English at the expense'Of the non-standard dialects: theirarguments

are political and moral as well aS linguistic.
15

Sledd argues that

1
bidialectalism, or biloquialism, an ideal level of linguistic achievement

where the'non-standard speaker has,learned te switch'comfortably between

dialects, is nearly impossible to accomplish. ThereEore, any effort to

force a black freshman away from his own dialect will result only in

moving him away from his own culture, an effort.Sledd sees as racist.

Johnnie N. Sharp expands Sledd's argument. In "The Disadvantaged StUdent

.Trappedlehind the Verb 'to Teach,' " she asserts that ethnic speakers

of non-standard dialects, when asked by biloquialists to shift dialects,

are iR effect asked to enter into a new culture (acculturation), whereas

, most white students are simply asked to acquire the -,tandard formS of

their native. culture .(enculturat'ion): Sharpe points out that acculturation

affects the total personality and.that theSe efforts are often,clumsijy

handled and, in the Icing run, damaging to the ethnic student's personality:I6

14
Geneva Smithermbn. " 'God Don't Never Change': Black English

from a Black Perspective." College.English, 34.(Wrch 1073), pp. 828-833.

1
5James Sledd. "Bidialestalism; The Linguistics of White Superemacy."

.

-Enklish Journal, -58 (Deceitiber, 1969), isp. 1307-1315. "DOublespeak:
Dialectolody in the Seririce of Big Brother."' CollegebIsli.sh, 153 (Jan: 1912),
pp. 439-456. 34;rayne O'Neil. "The Politics of Bidialectalism." College*Fnglish,
33 (Jan. 1972), pp. 433-439.

, ,

Johnilie M. Sharpe. "The Disadvantaged Student Trapped "Behind the
Verb 'to Teach.' " CAlege Composition and Communication, 23 (Oct. 1972),
pp. 2.71-V76.
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Clearly, biloqUialism has some serious'problems, but is the approach

recOmmended by the resolution and practiced at Forest Park the best way

to prOceed?' SoMe teachers, like Lennis°E. Baron, in "Non-Standard English,

A
Composition, and the Academic Establishment," support the resolution'and

.

take what Ba7on calls a non-directive approach to dialeCts.17 .11bwever,

many oth"er teachers disagree. Garland Cannon, in. "Nkiltidialects: The

Student's Right rehis Own Language," finds se4ral prOblems ith the

non-directive approach. He points out-that nom-standard dialects vary

_considerably from each other and have not"been adequately defined; as, a

result,, teaching materials are not available and few teachers are, adequately

trained to teach writing in a hon7directive manner. He concludes that.the

adoption of an inadequate non-directive approach is more confusing and

disorienting to the non-standard speaker than biloquialism.
18

The major criticism of the non-directiveapproach is that it focuses

entirely on the writer'g end of the communication process apd neglects the

audience. Even the special issue of College Composition and Communication

whict; explains the resolution states, "it iS necessary that we inform those

students who are preparing themSelves for occupations that demand formal

"19
writing that they will be expected tO write EAE [Edited American English].

1.7
Dennis 13. Baron. 6Non-Standard Eng4sh, Composition, and the

Academic Establishment." College' English, 37 (Oct. 1975);:p.'17.6.

18 -
Garland Cannon. "Multidialects: The Student's Right tO his Own

)

Language." College Comrsition and Communication, 24 (Dec. 197.3),
,

pp. 382-385.

19
c011up Composition and Communication, 25 (Fall 1974), Special

Lssue, p. 5.

9
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1,

This seems to question the non-directive approach quite-severely since

,

most students do notyant to be locked into low-level positiOns after

,graduation. John MtNamara,. in "TeaChing the Process of Writing,".argues

that the question.of correctness is a rhetorical issue that.depends on

the audience; in other words, students should learn to examine their

audience and adjUst their style and dialect adcOrdingly. 20
Perhaps the

strongest criticism is raised by Allen NL Smith'in "No One Has a Right-

;111,His Own Language.:' He writes,."Linguage, by definifion, is Common to

tall who use it or attempt to use it, and the Use of language is not an

-individual,but

trouble to set

is usually.not

be, determined

grammatically,

alsocial act, particularly when the individUal.takes the,

his words down On paper."21 'he goes on to say tliat writing

done for the purpose Of.self-expression but is, or should

by considerations for the Audience in every'wayz "mechanically,

logically, and aestheticaily.,22,

So if a teacher decides against the non-directive approach', are all

the implications of the resolution lost? Of course not. The reiolution has

one overriding recommendation, "that teaChers must have the experience and

training that.will enable them to respect ddversity.. . This seeMS .

20
John MkNamara.."Teaching the Process of Writing." College English,

34 (Feb. 1973), p. 661.

21
Allen% Smith. "No One Has 'a Right to His Own Language." C011ege

:Composition and Conununicatibn, 27 (May 1976), p. 155.

22
-Ibid., v. 155.

23College.ComPosition and CommUnication, 25 (Fall 1974), Special
issue, p. 5.
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to be the major impact of the resolution. .Manycinstructors are° like

David Eskey, who- in "The Case for the Standard Lanugage" argues.against

the non-directive approach but whose assumptions about te mg English

.have been radically changed.by the resolution; he still teaches standard

EngliSh. but with a new sensitivity to dia1ect.2`.$ the sensitivity demanded

gi.f the teacher is best described by Johnitie M. Sharpe:

Finally, we must earn the zonfidence and respect of the
disadvantaged by sharing with them our philosophy, that
we teach Standard Engli,sh not to entrap but to open doors
where our studenti will-be able to demonstrate competence
and operate effectively-within the fibwer' structure; where
they can find success and earn upward mobility; where
they will gain and maintain respect for themselves and
/their positions; and iliere they- can .assert; without apolOgy,
a positive identification with .their ethnic gr,oups.25

44
11,

So even if the non-diretive approach is practiced by McPherSon

/ .

and her oolleagues at Forest Park does notptrike everyont as the best way

te proceed, there is an Undeniably increksed emphasis on tea4ling stud.ats

what dialects are and how they are used socially. Perhaps the best way.

to'proceed is the.way of LaVerne Nanners, whose research ShoZs that the
. .

teacher who combines insti-uction on the nature of dialect wifh instruction

In Edited American EngliSh will have sighificant-success.2 In ahy as e ,

. the method wtIch seeks to force,unfamiliar..dialect rules on.a noa"-standard

'speaker with no explanation of dialect differences and with no sensitivity
'1 ,

or respect for the student's natural dialect i;, thanks to tn61esolution,

rapidly disappearing.

4, verr
, "

24David Eskey. "The Case for theStandard Language." College English,
35 (April 19.74), pp. 769-774t

1.

25
Sharpe. pp. 275-276,

verne Hanners; "A.StUdy of the Effectiveness of Lingulstically
ed-Teaching Methods in Correcting Dialectally'DerivedErrore in this
(of Black College Students." ERIC, 1972. ED -067 701.



CHAPTER THEE

AUSTIN COMMUNITY COLLEGE

Lke Houston-Community College, Abstin Community College was

established in 1971by the local schOol board, which has been unable

to provide adequate funding.. jhe predictable result is that wst.ofthe
.

Composltion I courses ake taught by.part-timefaculty and, consequently,

a rigid, standardized syllabus is needed for accountability. But'the

-simdlifrity ends there; the Austin program is not taught over television

and it is uniquely innovative in its approach. Rather than emphasiting

grammar and organizational patterns, it emphasizessthe aims of discourse.

Lennis PolMac, the Communications. Pfegram Leader at A.C.C. and the

. ,
designer of this program and all its modular materials, is attempting to

_bring a highly theoretical approach to composition, into the classroom.
,

The "aims" approach, developed by lames L. Kinneavy in A Theory of Discourse

(Prentice44411, 1971), argues that the mOst important aspect of writing

is what the writer attempts to accoMplish. Drawing on communication theory,

Kinneavy points out,that there are four compbnents to discourse-'-sendert

receiver, reality (or,referrent),.-and signalthe first three of,wilich

form a angle.

SENDER
oe

REALITY

se

RECEIVER1-

Là,Jame K.
inneavy, A Theory f Discourse (Englewood Cliffs, N.J.:0

prentice-Hal1,4971), p. 19. .
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The purpose, or aim, oMy,picce of writing will, emphasize one

part of the triangle before any other. Uence, discOurse fócusing on the

sender is expressive, as in journals, diaries, declarations, ali4 credos.

That discourse focusing on the receiver: and trying to'affet his

thoughts and.actions;-is peisuasive; as in advertising and.election

speeches. Disconrse.which-fAuseS on the signal itself, and whose

primary aim isplaying ith and reshaping the. elements cf the signal,

is literary, and KinneavY aSserts that this interaction With the.signal

is the primary aim of literature. Three more aims exist, each of them

dealing in some wajAiwith the referent. Discourse which seeks to discover

the relationship between the referent and the.ree'eiter is egelloratory,

as'in interior monologue and note-taking. -'Interpretative, or scientific,
.

discourse focuses on the Peferent obiectively.ds possib1e,a6d,

attempts to make objective'inferences about the referent; examples include

scientifit and scholarly articles and essays. Finally, that discourseA

which attempts to explain certain elements of the referent to the receiVer

is informative, as in nes articles, reports, and textbooks. The theory

holds that there are but six,fundamental aims of discourse; combinations

are possible, of course, but discourse can always be defined in terms of

the six aims.

ThObason for building a composition course out ofiCinneavy's

',model can begt he understood in terms of the-course Objectives. Reprinted

here from a departmental handout, they read:,

Composition I will: -

I. Give the students an appreciation.for the varied
uses of language.

2. Enable them to communicate effective1y with other
people. '4

.
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3. Enable them to evaluate the statements and
arguments made to citizens in a -self-governing
society.

4. Give tilem enjoyment and confidence in expressing
Oleir feelings and opirdons.

S. Make thorn intellectually curioUs.
6. Give them a critical and+qUestioning attitude.
7. Give them indepentpee in,thinking through issues.
8.- Enable them_to partftipate-in free and open

disoftsions of any iSsue in a.democratic manner.
9. Show them_the yalue of proofreading and revising

their written work.

POlmac feels that a traditional approach, like Houston's, which emphasizes

grammar and patterns of"organization becomes too bogged-down in matters of

convention to give students an intelligent overview of communication and

that a free-writing approach, like Forest Park's, is.overly_concerned with

self-expression and mistaken in its attitude toward dialect differences.

A person's choice ordialect, he argues, i subordinate to the aim of

his writing, so a. student must be ab19,to command Edited American English

to some degree, particularly when writing persuasively and informatively.

The syllabus for the cours'e has four basic parts, focus.ingLon:the

jaims,of discourse but also addressing the modes Of discourse (organiza-

.

tional patterns) and conventions of Edited American-English. Three.Of

the four parts are units which the students must complete; the fourth,

dealing with grammar, is prescribed in pieces according to indivoidualized

'needs. Unit I presents the aims in six modules; Unit II.presents the

medes in six modules (classificZion, comparison and contrast,

description, narratdon, process analysis, and evaluation); Unit III

prwents the-aims again, this time reqUiring extended essays with

expressive, persuasive, literary, and referential aims.

The coUrse claims to.be self-paced, but Pofinac admits that nearly

all of the students who finish adhere to the guidelines as if they
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were deadlines. HoweVer, instructors cannOt give a grade of D or F

(only A,B,C,I, or W), and a few students do complete the course the

following semester. The completion.rate is only about 0%, but Polmac

is not-upset about that because he feels he is running a very rigorous

course under very poor conditions. He spc_ulates that4lif the college

were less chaotic and the.counseling and financial aid less restricted,

more students, perhaps another 25-30%, would complete the course the

following semester.

Research in'the Aims of Discourse

Although little has-ytt been published in direct resbonse tb.

Kinneavy's book,
2
one implication for the teaching of composition is

clear: instruction in aims and modes should precede instruction in

grammar and sentence structure. . Edward M. White, in "Writing for Nobody,"

points out the same thing. He contends it is mistaken to attemlit to

edit the grammar, structure, or diction.of a senten ce unless the

rhetorical purpose of the entire discourse is clear. Rhetorical purpose

and consideration for the audience control decisions-of grammar and sentence

structure. Unless there is a clear purpose for writing, the effort is in

a vacuum; in White's words, "Writing .for nobodyis not writing at alL"3.

Kinneavy's book argues Wfiite's thesis from a theoretical perspective.

Kinneavy divides language into twaparts: linguistics (grammar; syntax,

4 semantics) and discourse (actnal'verbal .communication). He continues:

- 2
For a lengthy summary and review of Kirineavy's book see Ronald E.

Freeman, "Review of James L. Kinneavy's A Theory of Discourse," Conejo
'Composition and Communication, 24 (May,.1973), pp. 228-232.

. 3
Edward M. late, "Writing for Nobody," College English, 31

,(Nov., 1969), p. 166.
) a



Taken together, the synt3c_tics and the semantics of .

the language constitute.the language as potential
tool. The sounds, morphological...units, rules of
syntax, the r:!ferential qualities of.words or other
units of language (meanings)-.-all of those are,the
potentials which I may marshall into a given speaking
or writing situation to serve an ulterior purpose.
The study of these potentials is called linguistics.
Linguistics is sharply differentiated from the language
as pUt dnto actual use in real discourse. DiScourse
study then is the study of the situational uses of the
potentials orlanguage.4

in any giVen discourse the linguistic elements arc determined by purpese

and situation. Thus, as White contends, these linguistic elements can

be edited and corrected only according to the purpose of the discourse.

This view of grammar implies that the approaches at Houston and

Forest Park are based oriseriously erroneoUs assumOtions. Houston,

emphasizing back-to-basics materials, is an atomistic, or molecular;

approach in thas,..it emphasizes the parts before the whole. In doing so'

it teaches thaL the rules of graanar,.syntax, and diction operate in the

same way in a. situations. According to Kinneavy and White, this is

a false notim. The holistic approach, which Kinneavy and White advocate,

treats the ling listic concerns as subOrdinate to aim or purpose. Neither

of the mensuggests that the teaching of grammar should be .abandoned; fhey

just argue that examples and assignments deal with giammar in a more

.rialistic way.

The Forest Park approach, allowing students to remain within "the'

1 dialects of their nurture"S in all writing situations, is also.mistaken.

Kihneavy, p. 22.

S"The Students' Rights to Their OwnLanguage," College'Composition
' and Communication, 2,5 (Special Issue, Pall, 1974), p. 4.
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By not enabling students to use linguistic rules outsWe cf their own
."

dialect, this.approach limits the students in their linguistic potential

and does not prepare them for Situations which require Edited American

tnglish. Like John'ikNalivara, who writes, "I ask students to consider

syntax and punctuation only in terms ofisthe style with yhich they are

trying to treat a particular subject for a particular audience,""A Ki4ieavy

5hows,that the rules of Edited AMerican EngliSh need to he taught; other-

wise, the cOurse does not fielp students expand their "linguistic potential..

;

The course Polmac has designed is a good attempt to appfy Kinneavy's

theory toaConipositionl clasi, and it deserves to be tested in a large-
.

scale experiment: Polmac feels that the students who finish-the .

coursemeetitOtated objectives tera satisfactory degree, but as yet

the progr4jn has not been objectively studied. The first six modules

0

'are repfinted in Appendix B Ilecause-they should be valuable to any
7

instructor who wishes,to give his-composition class,a theoretical overVieW

. of communication. -Taken tdgether; they could make a two-week-unit atA.
the beginning, miadle, dr end of the-course, or they,eduld spread over

the entire length of the cdurse to allow for greater'dtpth of coverage:. ,

. The modules ate very short and easytodUplicate; they should mal:e a

. Naluable addition to nearlY any approach tdcomposition.

6
John PeNamara, 7eaching,the_Process of Writing," College Englisb,

. 34- (February, 4973), p.-662. .
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CHAPTER FOUR

LONG BEACH CITY COLLEGE

),

Like A tin Community College's Lennis,Polmac,. Kevin'Burne, the'

jinglish Department ehairman.at Long IleachCity College, is disSatisfied

.with traditienalAbmposition instructipn because-it'rarely treats the

aims-of writing with any sense of reallty.,-That is the receiVer is

met;ely the instructor and each assignment too often becomes an exercise

,
in sitond7guessing the professor,. In such a context; communicatjon loses

its sense of urgency: the written.work becemes as artificial as.the

Isituation. But unlike Polmac, Burne is not concerned with teaching a
.

theoretical overview of discourse. ts, solution is to make assignments

- more realistic; that is, he attempts to place the student in a less

artificial communication system, one where the receiver'is.not merely

the instructor waiting with his red pen:

,

The Simulations Aproach

Burne, along with Pete Laverty, also of Long Bcach, has developed'

what he calls a "simulations approach"'to Composition I. Experimental

and unconventional in nature, this approach consists of the use of

complex comunication situations within which-the process and pitfalls

of cominunication, both oral and written, may be experienced and understood.

The simulations themselves deal with large-scale contemporary problems

such as those which plague cities, nations, and the world. A simulation

is a game-like classroom exercise focused "on some aspect of human affairs,

4 2
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such as politics, international relations, or busaness. It is like a

game in:that there'are rules governing the procedures of theexercise,
,

sUch as time-liiitations;'individvalS and teams maYN represent certain

real-life groups, .such aS the Pentagon or the League of Women Voters;'

ankthere is.competitiOn and cooperation at'various times'between-
.

individual participants and'teams. The main activities in whichthe.

Students take part concern deci5ion-making, allocation of individual and..

team resources, planning, and negotiation. They cairy out these activities

by holding conferences,.reading (often condiNing a.goud deal of library

research,in order to participate), debating, and writing. Because:the

simulations provide an.audience and a response to eaa piece of student

,writing, the students can see the consequences of their decisions, the

effectiveness of their Writing, and the Mistakes in their work. When a

student's work is,misinterpreted or his persuasive efforts backfire, he

can sec his mistakes,and learn from them.

The benefits of this approach are many.. Aside from the various

benefits students receive from the library research, the simulations

provide practical methods for generating a great deal of stuUent writing

during the class periods. The on-going activities of the simu/ations,

such as themeetingsand conferences, contain built-in requirements,for,

writing, including organizing reports, compiling minutes, and designing

press releases. Thus the slmulatIons increase the amount of practical

writing experience far beyond the standard six to'ten traditional theme

paperS composed outside of class. In addition, the students have something-

at stake in communicating well during the exercises. And nothing is loSt;

traditional information on essay form and mechanics is obtainable by ,

the student in a,standard composition text assigned to all-the students.
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in the coirsc.f The students are required.to learn the bask rules,
-.\

but little class.time is spent ontgrammar and essay form. Rather, the

4

instructors attempt tosindividualize these assignmentt.

Burne and Laverty have observed skills developing in the students

which a traditional composition course.would not bring out. Besides

improvement in writing, students who complete this coUrse demonstrate

better short-term memory performance, increased skill in strategic thinking,

more power over nonverbal messages, and improved reading 'and comprehension

skills. Alio, the-students demonstrate an attitude toward,igiiting that is

hard iO observe among-stUdenis in a traditional. course. BUrne and Laverty '

claim that students learn ;

...that human communication °(whether oral, nonverbal,
or written) is 'serious business'.which covers a broad
spectrum of human behavior and is a subject not only
worthy of study in itself as an interesting, even
exciting phenomenon, but also crucially essential in .

a world characterized 8ymar, competing ideologies,
mqnumental problems in human survival, and the insanity
of man's inhumanity:to Man. And furthermOre, they learn
that one is not powerless, helpless in a Sargasso Sea
of Troubles,and can affect changes in this world by
developing and polishing his information processing;
strategic thinking, and communication skillsY'l

A
Overstated or not the simulations approach appears to be working well'

for these teachers:

Letus_look more closely at three of the simulations Burne an

Laverty outline:

1Pete Laverty, urriculwn Development Project Report," Unpublished
report the LongJ3eah City College English Department (Summer, 1974),
p. 7.
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Metro litics--A simulated referendum of metropolitan gover.nment.
'The of this sifnulation is to expose the partialiiiants
-in a. valid and interesting manner to the problems of the
citr and 'some of the political solutions that have been
proposed. Theproposed soiutions are presented in a
proposition form to be voted on ;...n a. referendum. Parti-

cipantS weigh the strengths and weaknesses of all the,
proposals and form groups to push for the passage-or.
defeat of any plani Students write, talk, and net in
groUris during the stages of the ,simulation.
Learning Objective: An increased knowledge bf the
prob?eifs of metropolitan government and the politica).
solutions proposed for those problems.

Tracts--A group simulation, illustrating the role of planning
and land usedn a community.

As hesimulation begins, fotii cormuPity .grouns,are
independently involvedcin the planning-and eyentual
use of several 'city. blocks. Certain'groups are more

concerned with the economics ok land, while Other
groups seek to have their land policies followed'for
social, Cultural, or aesthetic reasons.' The simulation
exposes 'the arguments for actiOns regarding land use,
where the land in question cannot equally serve.the
interests of all parties without compromise and .

Learning Obi ect ive : An increase&, knowledge of the -

role of-planning and land use policies in metropolitan,
areas.

Impact:-A simulatim of an imaginary commity.
Each of the participants inhabiting the community has
'a spe-Ciric,identity, a life ltistOry, and occupation,
memberships in varioUs Organizations and, associations,
and something at stale, in the community. Several .groups

are created, each with its own purpose .and hiStWrY,`

and each student is free Ito interpret his role in the
community' arid its organizations. This siMulation
exploresthe community through its .oblems and

demonstrates' the -effect of action or lack of action
on community problems. =

Learning ObjectiveAn incrcasrd knowledge of
community problem-solvrng activities and their -
effect-upon community life.2

Laverty, pp. 4-6.
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Burne and Laverty repeatedly insist that nothing,is lost through

thillippreach. ;Reading materials and leciOres inform the students Of

the elementary.compositiun skills; and the situlaZions, if handled welP

by.the instructor, give this new knoWledge greater urgency and importance.

ney contend this is proven bycomparing the scores of these students

On 4 departmental final exam with the scops of students in more

traditional classes. The exam, designed to measure"\the studenr's cognitive,

understanding of cdmposition rules, shows AO real difference between the

two groups, even though.the traditional approach alloWs this mdterial

more class tiMe. This is possible, they insist, only-because.initructors'

of the situlations approach share th4 same goals with-the other classes%.

If the teachers of the experimental sections did not give high prior,ity
a /

to the goalssin the writing skils group (reprinted in Appendix'C), the

simulations'approach would not achieve these resul4s;

Restarch in Groue Writing Activities'

Recent research shows several advantages to the tYPe:of grOuP

writing activities which Burno sn4 iaverty ëndorso. Thom Hawkins, in .

Group-Inquiry Techniques for Teaching Writing, ergues that group activities

.hew the students how to assume more- resOnsibility.for theirOwn iearnin

because they are forced tO be tore active'participants

process. This encourages fuller partieipqtion tiy all th# students..

teacher's roleds greatly altered becaUse he must become a facilitator

of group interactions; listening and questioning rather than.explaining.3

3Thot..HawkinS, Group InquirvTechni ues for. Teaching Writing
(ChaMpaign, National Council efTeac ers of-Tnglish,=1976), pp. 1-40.
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Joan M. ¶utz , in "When'the Teacher Stops Teaching," advocates this

type of appro ch. Like Hawkins, she sees the potential for maximizing

student ,invo14ment and th2 potential for minimizing the judgmental role.

of the\instrootor. In an experimental situation, she found that students

-talk ne4r1y-fOur times as much in a non-directive,.or group, situation
;

as in a taditional lecture and discussi9n class and that instructors

.4
talk less than half as much. She concludes that this is a positive

diffegence because the students in the non-diregtive group were talung

a more active role in their learning.

Perhaps the greatest strength of this approach is that it allows
,

students to write for and'be judged by an au4ence of their peers. As

H.R. Woolf writes in "The Classroom as Microcosm," "We take the groUp

itself as our subject."5 In other woirds, the students Are studying the

- pgintiples of good writing by studying the improvement in each pther's

writing. Michael Platt, in "Correcting Papers. in Public and'in,Private,"

arglies,that peer:grading leads to.better writing. Like Burneand.Laverty,

he divides.studentento small groups,..and they4 with the instructOr,_

evaluate their own essays. He contends that this method helps the

studehts see more clearly the principles of good writing because the

students are no longer passive elements.in the evaluation process.

Furthermore, he feels that the peer pressure often makes the students

4Joan M. Putz, "When the TeacheY,Stops Teaching," College English,
32 (Ott., 1970), pp. 50-57.

SH.R. WoolC, '-'Tbe Classroom as Microcosm " College FrigliA 33

(Dec., 1971), p. 261.
44
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want 'to write better.6 This approach allows students te Consider the

audience for whom they are writing and 'adjust their style accordingly.

'According to John McNamara in "Teadhing the Process of Writing," this

well-defined audience is essential to a writing eourse which attempts

to teach siyle and grammar in a realisfic context.7

The group activities and the well-defined 'alilence also make

j research methods seem more meaningful to the student. As a member of. a

group the student ..iknot left to struggle with research as an isolated

novice, and as a writer with a well-defined audience, he is able to write

vtith.an anticipation, of affecting the warld around him, .Burne and Lavert

eiphasize community-oriented research projeCts because community'colIege

students are ustially weir-informed on their own communities, and the

students confront tangitile, meaningful problems. Donald Wilford Larmouth,.

in "The Life Around besign for a Community Research Component in

Faglish Cejpposition Courses," airiues for activitieS similar to those

endorsed by Burne and Laverty, not Only because these`activities improye

student writing, put alSo bec?use they help the stuOnt',aCquire "a Sens

whai,real research is about."R ."

Ceitainl$r, severak clear advantages' emerge from the .simulatiOns.

roach, The emphasis on discussion helps make the stuienta more acti
!

icipants,,in their education. The well-defiried audience helps studdnt,

7.6Michael Platt', "Correcting Papers in Public and in Private,"
lege English, 37 (Sept.,. 1975)4 PP. 22-27.

.7.1ohn HCigaMara "Teachin the Pllocess of Writing," College Englis,
g
.

.

feh., 1973), p. 662.

a .

. .

, nonald Wilford Larmouth, "The Life Around Os: Design for a.
C0,4u4nitY Research Component in'English Composition Courses," College.

,

Sifion and COmmunication, 23 (Dec. 1972), p. 389., ,
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see how to'design their work for maximum effectiveness and hoy to look

for mistakes when the intended effect is not realized; this audience

'makes-writing seem more real to the students. 'Finally, tbe realistic,

nature and the immediacy of the simulations can show .students the need

for and value of thdrough research. However, a student.can miss ali of

the4 benefits if either of two things are allowed to happen. First, if

the student does not attend almost perfectly, he will miss crucial stages

in the development of:the simulation and his intellectual invol ement

will le'minimal. Likewise, students who attend class but refuse'to take

an active part in the groups will be passed over. The instructor;must

make every effort to identify tkse students early and encourage them
o

to,participate or give them alternate issignments.

49
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CHAPTEll FIVE

Tk1RANT COUNT? JUNIOR COLLEGE

Until recently at Tarran t County JUnicrr College, Northeast Campus,

each instructor lad the responsibility of-formulating his own goals and

objectives and designing his own 'syllabus. The resUlt was a4dePartment

teaching so many approaches to Composition, I that the prograth appOred' ,

to consist .of a, dozen or more different approaches which, in-some. Cases,

had no more in.common .that the course title. Students were ynsure what .

they were enrolling for; Composit on II instructors were unsure what each-

student had studied the previous cuárer. Aceording to Betty Swyers,

English Department Chairperson, tti Composition I program cried out for
standardization.

Rather than, adopt a common textbook, course calendar, and syllabus,

. the faculty. adopted .comnon goals, reprinted in Appendix .D. Swyers maintains

that* the adoption 'of common seals vastly iMproved the Compoitioh

program; not'onlY beclause they eliminated most Of the pte4ious pliaos,

tilt also because the debates leading to .their adoption elafifieeepth
unified the)thinking of the faculty. -The six goals address two areas of

concern: skills and 'attitudes. 'The goals ingthe skills group focus on

style and organizational structure, leaVing the decisions about Standard

Eriglish to the indi4iayal instructor. The*goals which concern' attitudes

*its on the deveiopment of self-confiden'ce and independent learning.

50
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,

tiicourse, 1.9472) provides a basic structure for\a course in ;composition.

At present, two instructional approaches are being used effectively

in CompoSition I. .Cm approach is a response to the Work of
.

1

Jamest. Kinneavy; whose theory-of the aims of discourse CA Theory Of

In practice, this is very similar to the approach at Austintommunity

College, described in detail in Chapter Three and Appendix litiof this .

thesis. The students write their assignmentsomording to the purpose

of the discourse rather than according to an expository technique. In

teaching the aims of discourse, the instructor directS"each student to
I

identify his centralsaim An Writing and then elect the form'apptopriate to*
*0

the aim. He learns expo§itory techniques, but he is aware that the cheice

of expositoty. techniques is subordinate to the main purpose of thewriting.

Likewise, the student learns that choices of style and dialect are

subordinate tc) the aim of each discourse.

/
The Classroom-Tutorial Approach

The other appioach is justas innovative, non-traditional,,and

experimental. It is based on.the ttiebry otteaching writing developed

by Roger Garriion in "Teaching Writing: An Approach to Tutorial

Instruction in Freshman Compo'sition.4. Garrison rejects several

assumptions traditionally, made by.composition instructors. jirst, he

rejects the 'concept of a class. 'Tea Ching 'writing, hp maintains, can be

effective only on a'one=to-one basis because there are no classes with

writing problems,_only indiyiduais with writing problems. Second, he

-
'Roger Garrison, "Teaching Writing: An Approach to Tutorial

Instruction'in Freshman Composition." This is an unpublished manuscript
which :thould be airailable-from Sywers' office.
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rejects'essay anthologies. Students learn only pretension by studying

how masfer essayists write; they do not learn how to express themselves

and'tonvey information simply and directly. Third, he rejects standardized
.1

assi ents. - Though students cannot, at first, be expected to design

...their own Ihitifig projects, assignments must be-tailored to fit each

:student's abilities, interests, and needs. Finally, he believls that

students do not learn how te write through lectures and textbooks; they

learn bi' writingand rewritingas much as possible..

;

In practice, a writing class resembles a journalism lab, emphasiiin

the editor-writer relationship, and instructors who are comfortable with

this teOlnique are often those who, like Garrison himself, ha:Ve'had.

experience in journalism. The students are expected to write ten papers

during the term; theNssignments are defined in an assii;Ment boolC,

prepared by the instructor, which is avhilable to th; class,. Each student
-

writes the assignment he is moved to write, so each/is able to pursue his

own interests. After conferring with the teapher, he begihs his work:

if he needs help, he cpnfers again;,if he needs to rewrite; he;does so;'.

.if he does not hive enough data to be sped:he, he conducts research.

When his.paper is completed to the:satisfaction of the instructor and',
. ,

himself, he moves on to another assignmerit. Although the teacher does

not,grade each assignment, he reads everythin. He_learns to read
' 1

% P

tffitiently and tO male cOncise, useful, atd encouraging_ appraisals.

Since.the course is self-paced, students feel pressure ts4 finish one

assignment and begin another. Some teathers who are.using this method

haye inserted a lecture period or discussion period once. a .week or'so to
- ,

give the students a sense' of grail; progress.
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Since converting the classroom into a writing lab, many of the

teachers have tried to evaluate the program. Although mosmstudents,

whm asked ;:o comment, responiled favorably, nct all felt that self-pacing

imm_an exciting freedom. These students' wished to have deadlines

established and to have fewer assignments, more graded work, and more
/-

- lectures. In Swyers' words-,--11);y asked for less individual accountabiliti.

Swyers is mak" an effort to direct those students who want a more.

highly-structuTed course to thecaims of discourse sections. On the othet

hand, the positive responses of:the majority of the students point out

that the personal association between the teacher and the student is

particularly valuable to the novice writer. In fact, most students praised

the very aspgcts'of the class which hid annoyed their dissatisfied

classmates. They liked having the freedom to select their ovn tppics,

to work at their own speed, and to be graded on their own profress--not

judged in comparison to the rest of the class. 'They claimed that the

.'time passed swiftly when they were writing and that they'iwere not spending

,time on materral they Elready undetstood.

TeachqrS wanting to experiment with this.method should be alert to

tiv following potential problems. First, since the course*is -self-paced,
4t

student work tan easily'be confused' and misplaced. The instructor reeds.

.to maintain an elaborate file on each.student,-npting assignMents

completed, all work till:en out of,class, all successes and failures, and

a clear record of the student's toals and interesti. Second, class time

. cannot be wasted. When one conference lasts ten minutes or more, one
,

student benefits while sevqfq others wait, wasting time, growing frustrated,

producing nothing. The inst ctor should lirgit each conference to fives

\minutes or less, allowing forf at least a dozen each hour. To Accomplish
_ _

0.



. this, he needs to read fast and'otfer 'advice that,is both clear and

encouraging. Third, a weak assignment file results in weak essays.

Since.most assignments come from the file instead of from.the student,

it must Cover a wide ranp of interests and situations. The instructors
4

find that career-briented assignments often lead to.the'best Writing

,and that each assignmentmust,clearly identify the audience. Fourth,

in a self:paced course students who are.unused to freedom from deadlines

often become invisible and fall behind. Conferenas and progress checks

need to be held often, and instructors need constantly tc"try to help

lóst\students. 1Finally,, since most work is done in class, attendance is

-mandato The instructors find that the best way to enforce.this is not

to allow sildpnts with recent cuts to take work home.

In adlitiori-to classroom writing, students work on individualized
. .

teaching modules in)011eNhximized 4ndividUalized Learning Laboratory

1The MILL)/ The department assigns 1:.:p to thirty modules to the student

,on the basis of a diagnostic pretest. In some -cases

a student- to see the need for a developmental cdurse

,

this extra load lea&

beiore attempting-
.%

. Composition I; in other cases, students readily accept it as their

homework since the course itself has no textboek and:Iittle out-of-class.

writing. Instructor's experimenting with the-tutorial apOroach agree that

7:without the MILL their students would.not emerge nearly as,capable as°

_they should. The j1/41ILL, in effact,sfreps the ifistructor ftbm'lecturing
9

,abotit the superficial points of writing' and allows him to concentrate on

the deepei, more individUal problems.

Research in.Tutorial_Approaches to Composition

_ -
Like Garrison,-many composition instructors have decidedthat the

, .

traditional procesS of grading .stadent,essayg (collecting "finished',

. et

e
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essays at a pre(letennined,.inflexible deadline, evaluating them in private

with both positive-and negatiVe written comments, and returning the

graded essays so that the students must decipher,the'instryctOr's

handwriting and attempt to make corrections) is not the best way to

proceeLL Charles R. Kline Jr., in "I Know You Think You Know What. I

Said," studied the graded essays of several Composition I classes. and-.

he concludes that teachers often make contradictory statements to the

students. That'is, corrunentS on the.essays often do.not correspond with-

what has been stressed in class.
2

John V, Knapp,_utho shares Kline's

conclusions, suggests a solution which is similar to that endorsed by

Wrison and Swyets. In "Contract/Conference Evaluations of Freshman .

CompositioNs," he describes a system of meeting with students, discussing,

each essay, and suggesting ways in which the paper can be impr,A%xl.
3

A

»large-scale test oF a similar method concluded 'that stbdents who are

criticized and encouraged as they write their essay's develoo_a.more

positive attitude toward writing an.d rewriting than those who receive

only written c6roments on work they had samitted to meet a ,dealine.

Thomas C. Gee, reporting these findings. in "Students',Responses to Teachers

Comments, claims that Ois new self-confidence translates inIQ better

writing and the eNperimentiii group developi into better writers.
4

'Charles R. Kline, Jr., "I Know You Think You Know What I Said,"
College English,.37 (March, 1976), Op. 661.-662.

3
Joh

;,
V. Knapp, "Contract/Conference Evaluations of Freshman

Compositions," College'English, 37i(March, 1976), pp, 647-653..

4
1h mas C. Gee,'"Students' Responses to Teachers' Comments,'

Research in. the Teaching of English, 6 (Fall, 1972); pp. 212-221.

5

4
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'Arcording o Nancy IlworSky in "The Disaster Workshop," teachers should

deal with student work as it is being written, not after it is submitted

ifi its final form. She says this.is the only way out of the dilemma.'

."between Ken Macroric's Uptaught realization that negative feedback from

a teaCher makeS students write worse, and [the] knowledge that there are,

after ali,,certain standards that onc wants desparately and yearningly

to Lonvey.
.15

Obviously, this approach to compositiorLdemands much more conference

time than a traditional classroom lecture approach; however, the proponents

of the tutorial approach sec thc shifting of instructional'time from the

classroom to conferences as a benefit rather than a drawback. George

Stade, in "Hydrants into Elephants: The Theory and Practice of College

Composition," complains that the traditional lecture approaches to

composition do not have proper subjdct matter. Instead of taking grammar,

_-
rhetoric, linguistics, or literature as a subject, thc composition

instructor should realize that "the subject of the course is the students'

, . .

writing.'
6

Like C'arrison, Stade argues that essay anthologies provide

little or no help to student writers because thc students study advanced,

pyofessional techniques rather than thcir own'writing and how it can be

'Unproved.
7

William E. Coles, Jr., agrees. In "Freshman Composition:

The Circle of. Unbelief," he argues that composition texts are uSually a

Nancy Dworsky, "The Disaster Workshop College English, 35
(Nov. , 1973), pp. 194-195.

,

6
George Stade, "Hydrants into Elephants: The Theory and Practice

r- of Co4ege Composition," College English, 31(Nov., 1969), p. 149.

7
Stad , p. 144.
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barrier to improved student writing because they impose rules which

seem artificial and dO not "create a conception of writing as writing."
8

A large-scale reSearch project supports the contentions of the

advocates of the tutorial approach. Ronald Dow established a control

group of conventional ''composition classes structured around reading

assignments and writing deadlines and an experimental group of self-paced

classes where the students studied only their own writing and met

frequently with the instructor% The final writing sample showed that the

experimental group had improved twice as much as the control.grioup. Dow

concludes that forcing the students to read textbooks of composition rules

and anthologies of professional essays hinders the improvement,of writing.9

Three other majot studies, hpwever, do not support Dow's conclusions.

Michael t,kndock, in an experiment similar to Dow's, found that the

experimental aft control groups progressed equally well.
10

Likewise,

Perry k. Childers found that etailed guidance had no discernable effeCt

on freshman wTiting resc'arch papers:
11

Finally, MyTna J. Smith and

Barbara. A. Bretcko found t.;!at the number of conferences held during a

8Wil1iam E. Coles, Jr., "Freslaan Composition: The Circle of
Unbelief," Colleae Enlish, 31 (Nov., 1969), p. 142.

'Ronald Dow, "The Student-Writer's Laboratory: An Approach to
Compe;ition," Dissertation Abstracts International, 34 (1973), #2435A.

1 .

°Michael Mrdock, "Independent Study Versus Lecture-Discussion
in Teaching Fre:hman CompoSition," Dissertation Abstracts Jnternational,
34 (1974), 116951A.

11
Perry R. Childers, Effect of Detailed Guidance on the Writing"

Efficiency of College Freshmen," Journal of Experimental Education, 39
(Fall, 1970), pp. 20-23.
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semester has a point of diminishing returns. Beyond the first two
1

conferences, Ftudent writing shows no discernable response to further

conferences. Smith and Bretcko conclude that ad4tiona1 conference

timels better spent -in c1ass.1 .

Why the difference in findings? Perhaps this can be explained by

what Swyers' own experienCe has toldher. Some students and some teachers

are best suited to traditional classroom structures, so the Students

'should be guided into the section of their choice by counseling: me.

tutorial approach certainly promises to improve freshAan writing, but'

-only if the students and instructors are sUited to it.

Alm

12
MYrna J. Smith and Barbara A.,Bretcko, "Research onJndividual'

Composition Conferences," paper presented at the,annual,meeting of the
ConferenC on College Composition and COmmunication, 1974. ERIC;
ED .091-709. .

.



CHAPTER SIX.

MERAMEC IMMUNITY ODLLEGE

The philosophy of Meramec Community College, like that of many

other .community colleges, holds that the general education courses

required of a career student must be structured so that they provide

him a strong base for the demands of his profession:. More simply, the

college does nbt want students in two-year vocational programs to deal!'

with .rigorous, academic courses unless the students elect to.

Communications I, an alternative to Composition I, has resurted from this

need, and over 20% of the students elect to take it.

Meramec is_ net the only college to offer this type of alternative,

but it is much more popular and successful here than in many other

colleges. Phoenix Community College, for example,"offers a similar

.course, but fewor than 5% of the stUdents elect to take it. At Miami-Dade

Junior Lollege, Swth Cqropus, th-3 cz:lrse has, beeli dropped altogether

because it would not transfer to four-year schools.. Peter Lindblom,

the English Department Chairman there, explains that the college received

bitttar complaints from studeni/s who changed their minds about their

career programs and felt penalized when trying to transfer to four-year.

colleges-. Yet.Clyde Tracy, tho,English Department Chairman at Meramec,

says:.their Communications I cour6t transfers as- well as Composition 1.

He feel the reason for this success lies in the twenty-page course

..:description which-enumerates in detaii the coufse goalS. fhllen this

59
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, A.

'description aCcompanies a-petitiOn for credit, the admissionS officers

almost always comply with the request.

The Communications I Course

The Meramec Community College Catelob- 1975-1976 des(.:ribes

Communicationsj as . . .

An investigation of the various aspects of personal
and group communication, both verbal and nonverbal.
The'course is designed to sensitize the student to
methods of nonverbal commun:cation, to problems which
langUage :causes. in verbal communication,-and to the-
causes of ineffective .communication and their
possible solutions. Communications I is a very
practical course in that it involves what we'say,
see, and hear in our daily,communicative activities.

.

Tracy-goes on to describe'it as "a broad:based survey into that behavior

through which human beings hope to gain.the understanding.and commiteent

of their neighbors."I The course includes writing and speaking skills

necessary to-getting a job and functioning well in it, and it also

yursues the theory of communication on a personal and group level.: The

student studies basic communication and language theory, nonverbal and
t.

verbal forms, and listening skills-r-with the goal of improving

communication habits in each afea. The instructor's role-in the course
, -

is to introduce his students-to-the subject matter, involve them in ,

investigations of human,communication, and offer them opportunities.to :

develop'and sharpen their skills of basic technical and Personal-

communicatiOn. The course is non-traditional and, therefore, offers

, theteaCher wide latitude(in.his methods.

$

1
Clyde Tracy, "Communications I Course Description and Guide,"

unpublished manuscript available from Department of English, Meramec
Community ,College, 1975.
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Even though some of-the career students will eventually enroll

'in four-year schools, students are placed in Communication I on the

basis of their stated goals. In addition, some of the students have

vague goals and may take the course simplyjor elective credit. The

course assumes that the students are practically oriented; that is,

that they-need to see some'direct connection between classuork and

vocational conccrns. The twenty different career programs in which

they Lre enrolled vary widely--from Accounting to Air,Traffic Control

to Nursing to Technical Illustration to Law Enforcement. Nonetheless,

the instructor must seek to individualize assignments and lectures to

insure a direct connection for each student.

A look at the schedule i,nd goals of the course shows why it is suc-.

cessful in meeting the communication needs of such a diverse group. The,.

course is. divideci into five units; the complete schedule and goals of

which are Dvinted in Appendix E.

TheTfist unit, "Human Communication Theory and Practice,",runs

etwo-and-one-half week's. Here, thrdugh lecture and discussion, the

students come to understand the camnunication process (encoding, trans-

mitting, medium,.receiving, and decoding) and_the concept.of noise .in.

comMunication. Tracey belioves this awareness gives them anenhanced

7.
,/

respect of the mechanics of writing. I .

.
The next one-and-one-half'weeks are "Listening as-COmmunication.".

p

Here the stUdents learn the role of listening in the communication process

: and discuss basic bad listening habits. Tracy assumes that the students'

listening habits improve because Of this instruction, and one study.'

supportsthis assumption. Perry R..ChilderS, in "Listening Ability as

a Modifiable Skill," shows that listening becomes less a function of

61



intelligence (f.Q.) as a student.progresses through schoal,.and he finds

that listening skills can be taught to students in higher grade levels

-
and their listening habits will improve as a consequence.2

The third unit, "Nonverbal Comunication," lasts.two weeks. Here

the student comes to understand the importanCe of nonverbal communication

in the communicatiOn process and to see itsimportance in his own career.

Carles R.. Duke, in "Nonverbal Behavior and the Communication Process,"

. points out.that instruction in nonverbal communication is important

because '65% of social communication is nonverbal. Therefore, since

nonverbal signals are likely to interfere with students' written signals
.

once they begin their careers this Unit is appropriate to the

Communications course.

The fourth.unit, "Verbal Communication and Its Problems," runs

three weeks. Here the student is introduced to'language theory, dialect

' differences; and reasoning patterns. Also, Tracy emphasizes that

instructors address denotation, connotation, and the moral problems

inherent in euphemismand stereotyping'

final.unit, "Technical Writing and Speaking," is the longest,

lasting four weeks. Here the student comes to understand basic

principles of organization and the importance ofaudience analysis in

Z job-related writing. The student practices the basic forms of writing

common to employment situations including.letters of application,

application forms, resumes, vitas and simple technical reports. At.

2-

Perry R. Childers, "Listening Ability as a Modifiable Skill,"
JoKnal of Experimental Education, 38 (Sumner, 1970),'pp. 1-3,7
.

3
Charles R. Duke, "Nonverbal Behavior and the Communication

Process," CollegL Composition and Communicatione 25 (dec.,.1974),
pp 397.404.
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the same time, students learn about basic speaking situations, such as

job interviews and simple instructional speeches.

Teachers also direct students to one or more of Oree individualized

learning labs. The Library Self-lbS.truction Center has a cassette-taper

progrdmmed-booklet series which teaches study skills. The English

Department Learning Lab has a similar program far students who need help

in sUbiect-verb agreement, punctuation, and sentence structure. It

also has career-oriented spelling and vocabulary programs. The Reading

-and Cellege Study Skills Center also is used frectwntly byCommunication I

Students; those with severe reading problems may even earn-additiOnal

elective credit there. Most of the Communications I students are assigned

a substantial amount of work in one or more of the labs so the

individualized instruction is an integral part of.the course.

- Also, the department has rride another major effort to individualize

the course. Since enrollment is now very high in Communications I, it

is now possible to organizemany of the sections around certain career

programs, especially large programs like Management and Supervisory

Development, Sales, Law Enforcement, and Nursing and Dental Assisting.

Because atudents in the business-oriented programs usually take Oral

Communication in addition to Communications I during their first semester,

instruction here in job interviews and Oral presentations can be

diminished'in favor\of increased instruction in business correspondence.

The sameds true of Law Enforcement studentS who almost always baye jobs

(Meramec is not a ponce academy) and want to Improve their report writing

ability above all else.- The Nursing and Dental Assistant program has

rigorou admis4n requirements, so the-students here are generally
4.

better prepared 'for college work and the course can operate bn a less

6''
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developmental leveL Of-Course, not all sections can be individualized

).

in this manner, but the instruCtors fen the course is much more valuable

when it can be.

Research in Anilied Communication

In recent years, tec6ical'wTiting instructors have been increasingly

critical of compo5ition programs ,Thomas M. Sawyer, in "Rhetoric in an

.Age of Science and Technology," points out that a large number of

college students become engineers and technicians and that the rhetoric'

they need to employ in their professions.is very different from what was.

taught to them in freshman composition. He feels the needs of these

students have b7en neglecsed- by composition instr ctorf and declares,

"FOr-them the freshman composition course has only marginal utility."4.

J.C. Mathes and Dwight Stevenson agree with Sawyer. In Desiguing Technical

Reports, .they roint out that composition is usually taught,in a vacuum;

.that is, 'the writer sees no clear puipose in, or need for, his discoutse,

and he is not taught to analyze his audience and adju;t his style

accordingly.
5

The Meramec Conununications I coursb was conceived to correct this

neglect ot the part of Composition I, but how well does it sucCeed? It

seems that so much inStructional time is spent on communication'theocyl-
,

listening skills, nonverbal communication, oral presentations, and

language problems, that verrlittle time actually is deVoted.to writing

and rewriting.

4..
lhomas M. Sawyer, "Rhet;ric in an Age ofJechnofOgy,".College

Composition and COmmunication, 23 (Dec., 1972), p. 390.

s
J.C. Mathes and Dwight Stevenson, Designing_ Techite)orts

(Indianapolis: Beibbs-Merril, 1976), p. xv.
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Though no statsti, can back h.is cialm, Tracy argues ilat the

students learn to write better because.the course improves their total'

communication-ability. In fact, wri1ing is the laSt topic introduced 9

itegause the students need to see it aS a canponent of the total system

of hiimaii communication.

One school of thought in composition reseLrch supports this notion.

Robert Zoellner, in "Talk-Write: A Behavioral Pedagogy for Composition,"

argues that instruction in writivcan best proceed if the student has

a firm foundation in oral composition. Instruction in oral composition,

he claims, helps a student sce problems mOre clearly, develop greater

problem-solving accuracy, produce clearer ideas, and utilize rhetorical

patterns.
6

Terry Radcliff expands Zoellner's idea. II, "Talk-Write

Composition; A heoretical Model Proposing the Use of Speech toAmprove

Writing," he argues that this method is more tangible, Concrete, and

7
imicdiate than thc think-writc or read-write apprwch. Wilson Snipes',

in "Oral Composing as an Approach to Writing,'' sees talking as the best

form, of' preuTiting, not only for the reasons mentioned by Zoellner and

Radcliff, but also because a student talking into a tape recorder learns

tb improve oral composition by retalking just as hc, as a writer, will

./
improve his written discours 'by rewriting. Also, he points out that his

method builds sclf-confidenoe in communication ahilit;-.8
ik^

. Robert Zocllneri: "Talk-Write: A Behavioral. Pedagogy for Composition:"
College English, 30 (Jan., 1969); pp. 267-320.

7
Terry Radcliff, "Talk-Write Composiei9n: A Theoretical.Model

Pp/posing the Us; of Speech to Improve Writing," Research in the each-ing
2.1.722g1i5lh., 6 (Fall, 1972), pp, 187-199.

Wilson Snipes, "Oral Composing aS mrApproach to Writine," College
..._.910anositio.21.1C2Inlai2aLiss, 24 (Dec., 1973), pp. 200-205.
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The Mferamcc approach, however, dles not fofiow through on this.

The students receive too little practice in writing tolpe able to draw

the connection between speaking.and writing that Zocllner, Radcliff,

and Snipes-discuss. The employment application, the resume, vi:a, and

covering letter, andthe two or three simple reports required of them.

are simply-noyenough to produce betterwriting. Carecr.:oriented

alternatives to Composition I at other caanunity colleges requires a

great deal more writing than this. At Hinds,Junior College (Raymond,

Mdssissippi), Business Writing I require more than a dozen letters to

be written and Technical Writing I requires much, practice in expository

techniques and technical reports. Yet both of Ae are options

to Composition I; they are not sophomore-level courses as in many

community colleges.9 Liktwise, in "A Writing Program for Paraprofessionals,"

Mary P. Hiatt describes a carter-oriented writing program for.educational
-

paraprofessionals in elementary and secondary schools which requires an

essay eath week, a great deal more than Communications- I at Meramec,

Meramec is correct to attempt to meet the needs of career-oriented

students directly, but'uTong to demand so little writing from them. The

cominunication theory and skills in the course are valuable but cannot,

in themselves, produce better writing--onLy a reasonable amount of ,

practice can do-that.

9 ,

George.Abraham and others, "English at Hinds Junior College,
College English, 35 (May,'1974), pp. 927-930.

Aary P. Hiatt "A Writing Program for Paraprofessior7ds," College
Composition and Communication, 24 (Dec., 1973) , pp.
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CONCLUSION

The problems stated by James Kinneavy and Willimn Coles, Jr., at

the beginning of this thesig are real but,- in light of the previous

six dfkussions, capable_of being..sclved. The arguments ot these two men

are perhaps best stated by Glen,Matott. In "SpecuIations_on Sources of

Cenfusion in Teaching Composition," he writes, "We try to leach uriting

I

in a conceptUal vacuum--or perhaps more accurately, and worse, in an
.

-

atmosphere-of and possibly inappropria'te assumptions about

human experiences and human personality---The solution, then, lies Ln

redefining thev,e assumptions so iS to remove the teaching of writing from

the conceptual vacuum and give it a fordation in the real'needs of-the

students. ,This thesis uncovers three components'of wi;iting instruction

which promise to do that.

First, the traditional method of teaching grmlmar seems inappropriate

in the light of Kinneavy's A Theory.of Discourse
2

and John McNamara's

"Teaching.the Process of 1Vritipg."3 Both argunents show consider tions.

for grammar to !)e subordinate to the purpose of, the discourse an o the

audi'ence.. Furthermore, the debate 'over interference with.dialect

0

-.Glen Matott, "SpeculatiOns on Sources of Cpnfusion in Teaching
Composition,': College.Composition and Comnunkation, 26 (May, 1975), pp.168-172.

2
. James L. Ninneavy, A Wory

:Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1971T7T772.
of Discourse (Englewood Cliffs, N.J.:.-

3
John McNamara, 'ITeaching the Proces's

(Feb., 1973), p. 662.
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criticizes the teaching of Standrd English,because, some say, it violates

the r4hts of nonstandard speakers. Certainly it is tale that nonstandard

-speakers are often penalized because cf their dialect, but they must learn

46,

how to'use Standard English when they need to bec-ause, as Allen M. Smith

41P points out in "No.:One Has a Right to His Own Language," "the use of

language is not an individual but a socia: act.
"4

The best.way to teach

Standard English is the method proposed by Johnnie Sharp, who writkt.S'

, , .

-We must earn the confidence and respect of the ,

disadvantaged by sharing With them our philogbphy,-
that we teach Standard English not to entrap but/
to open doors where our students will be able to
demonstrate competence and operate effectrvely
within the power structure; where they can.find success
and-earri upward mobility; where they will pin,
and maintain respect for themselves and their
positions;,and. where they can'assert, with6ut apology,
a positive igentication Writh their ethnic group. S

4

A similar Method, where stüdents were Iaught Standard En4ish but at the

same time learnea about the nature of dialects and language'Prejudice, was

tested bY LaVerne Hanners and found to 1:e much mote effective than the

traditional approdch, which teaches grammar'in a aracutun, without instruction

i
.

,

- in dialect.
6 '(

:July by learning dialect differences and consideration for
k

\

audiem es can grannar he giVen a foundation in the students' -real needs.-

4.!k1lentNI. Smith, "No the Has a Right to_His. Clwn Language," College
Compoft ian and Communication, 27 (Nlay, 1976), p. 155,

k'

5Jorumie Sharpe, "The Disadvantaged Student Trapped Behind the.
Verb 'to Teach,V " Collo c-Com osition- and Corrvnunicat ion, -23 (Oct., 1972.),

p. 275.

.

' 6
LaVerriC Hanners "A Study of the Effectiverress of Linguistically

Oriented Teach'ing Methods in Correcting Dialectally Derived Errors in
the Wyiting Of Black College Stude.nts," ERIC, Lti 067 701A.



Second,' many, if not most,

Jisually in the'fonn of frequent

conferences.need to examine work

the Purpose of the discourse and

students need individualizedattention, -

conferences with t!le,.instructor. The

in progress so the student can see haw

considerations for the audience-should'
1

contrOl his organization and style. In'tonferences the student receives

'the encouragement he needs and learns to'see wiit.ng in 'a proper perspective,

as social tOMmunication. Such.a metlod is, as Nacy'Dworsky points out,

the onik way out of the dilemma ."Between Ken Matrorie's pptaught

realization that negative feedback from a teacher makes students Write
N.. I

worse, and, [the] knowledge that there are, after all, certain standaras that

one wants desperately and yearningly to convey. Aiso, conferences shift.

the fecus of the course to the proper place, making,certain that "the

subject of the course iS the students' writing.

Fina11y,'1%riting assignments need to be individualized and designed

so lhat students do not feel they are writing in a vacuum. The simulations

approach at Long Beach, which allows student writers to see actual responses

to their own writing, provides several ideas.about how to do this. Likewise,

8

Roger Garrison's Suggestion that writing assignments be designed with clearly
.r

delineated problems and audiences and placed in a file open for student

inspection, so each student can choose to write whichever is the most real

to hiM, provides a firm foundation to the experience of writing.. Further-

'more, technically-orientol students, whose,writ.ing needs are not well-served

Nancy Dworiiky, "The Disaster WorkShop," College English, 35
(Nov., 1973), pp. 194,195.

8
George Stade, "Hydrants into Elephants: The Theory and Practice

of College Composition," College En.gfish, 31 (Nov.,,1969), p. 149.
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by most composition courses, want and need career-oriented assignmc S.

These assignments can be designed as group simulations or placed in an

assignment file for student selection.

Perhap3 the best:way for an English deparMerit to proceed is the

way of the one at Tarrant County Junior College--offeriry More than one

approach. Hinds Junior College (Raymond; Mississippi) offers eight

approaChes tO.Composition I, Basi.: Independent Si.udy, Self-Discovery

"rhrough Writing, Thematic Writing, Writing Abbut Science Fiction and. the

Occult, Contemporary Composition, Business Writing, Technical Writing,

Writing About Current Issues, and 'ipnors Composition. The content of each

course IS well-,publicized so each student can approaGh composition in

whatever way best appeals to him. But uiiatever Course he chooses, he

will study the same principles of writing. To insure that student writing

will improve in predictable waYs, *ach coarse must Coveri'in any sNuence,

the following seven units: planning.the compoition, patterns of

organization, the formal outline, the paragraph, theisentehce, the word,

and,documentation.
9

The trend in community colleges todeal with dialect differences

to,rely on frOueat conferences to make the student6'

writing the'subject of the course, and to indiVidualize assignmcats to meet'

the interests and career needs of all students eem-to point the way out

of the vacUum:wherein the teaching of coMpOSitiolilies. Certainly, not

all camnunIty totjxges have good, innovative'coMpogition programs;.perhaps

most do not. The trends this thesis has noted, hOWever, seem encouraging

-

9 .
.GeO* A6raham and ot!iers, "English at Hinds juniot College.,"

C041cse-Eng1,i.sk.,. 35.(May, 1974), pp. 927-930.
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APPUING YOUR' lANGUAGE
UNIT I: 11iE AIMS
himitile 1: Expressive Writing

OBJECTIVE: Given a list of topics, you will be able to write a short
parer (100-200, words) that has an expressive aim and an
expressive style.

INIRODUCIWN: All messages have a-purpose for beiiig sent. It is this
purpose or aim that determines what the message will be
like--what ITsaid ancl, how it is said. There are four aims
of discoure (any written or oral communication) that we
usui.11y ,Concern ourselves with in writing: expressive, per-
sua ive, reference avd littrary. To understand what they
are, wo must look at the nature of cominunication. My
message that we send to others must have four things present
or we can have no comMunication. It must have 1) a sender
of the mesSage, 2) a receiver of the message, 3) a regality
to which the nessage refers, and 4) a signal or code
.(usually words) used to send the message.

REALITY

1 SENDER RECEWER

Al ough all cominunication must have these four components,
or of them will usually be emphasized more than the others

f the mgssage is h th-empasized more than e others, the
epending on the purpose et the message Sent. If the sender

.iriting will be expressive (e.g. journals ami diaries). If
!the receiver of the message, is emphasized rnere than the
'others, the writing will be persuasive (e.g.: propaganda and
advertising). If the reality to which the message refers
is emphaSized more than the others, the writing wili be
referential (e.g. technical reports, and news stories). If
the signal toed to send, the message is emphasized more than
the others, the writing will be -literanr (e.g. novels and
poems). In this unit we w 1 he exploring the characteris-
tics and the style of ea of these. four aims.°

I.. -Since che Purpose of expressive writing is to eipress the self, the.
emphasiS Co *he writing will be on

, the writer
Abe reader
the subject matter
theAanguage

Check one:

Look below for the
correct ansver,

'If you ,said the writer, -you are right. The writer is the..same as the
sender '. o f the message in the diagram in the introduction..

75
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2. In expressive writing the author would writc

an objective report of an event or object
his feelings about an event or object

4, ,

If you said his feelings abol:It an event orobjecv, you are right. Totai
objectivity is not a characteristic of expressive writing.

.

5. Read the following liort txcerpts and dheck die one yoU think is
expressive.

.

a. _The cat is,a donesticated carnivore that has been a popular pet
for centuries. It is a curious, affectionote animal, but some-
what independent. Although it is often kept to rid a house of
mice, it will kill birds, snakes, and lizards aS well.

4

b. The cat moved stealthily through the shaclows, makingno souhd.
It crouched, entir:dy immobile, its tail twitching-rhythmically, ,

watching a bird that cavorted in the grass, oblivioui to the
impending danger.

.

c. Cats are adorable fluffy Skimals that make..wonderfUl pets. They
love to be rubbed and petted, and when you pet them,they make a
-purringsound tO Show their affection. You really should have a
cat.

d. I hate cats. They're always in the way. Jeez, sometimes I want
to kill every cat in the world. Ihey're such slobs; always lying .

around--good for nothing. Cats, you can have 'em!

,

e The cat is a.domesticatedfcaTnivore that has been a poPular pet
for centuries. It is a curious, affectionate animal., but some-.
what independent.. Because of this.independence,tbe catls .

.

difficUlt to train. Although it is often kept to rid altpuse of
mice; it will.kill birds,isnakes, and lizards as well... The cat
can survive on his own much better than other domeit'cated ani-
mals. . It seems that thekat, eventhough it is d sticated, is .

much closer to its wild origins than other pets. /

'
.,

.
. . /

f. The cat is a domesticated carnivore that has t)den a popular pet
for centuries. It is:.a curious, affectionat6 animal, but some-
Aai independent, .Given this independence,.,it is odd-t.hatthe
cat should be such a popular pct. What could account for it?
One poikbility:is that the Characteristic of independence itself

. is attrattive to many people. In :addition, the enigmatic nature
of the cat, being both affecti.onate and independent, may make t1,10
cat intriguing to*any.

If you said d, you are right.
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4. The following is a list of the characteristics Of expressive writing:

1.0 Nature of ,Expressive Writing

1

1.1 The,emphasis-is on the- writerhis thoughts, his reactions,
his perceptions'about the world:'

1.2 Opinions are given.
1.3 Goals for the, futuve are expressed.

1.0 Style of Expressive Writing (necessary components).
. .

2.1 TreSentation,is mainly subjectivethe first person is
used.("I," "pc," "we," etc.).

2.2 Feelings are evident..
2.3 Language -is appropriate to. the writer--it is snatural..
2,4 fmotional, suggestive words mt used;

..).0 Style of-ExpressiV: Writing
- Alp

3.1 Colloquial, -regional, and slang expressions may be used.
3.2 Nonliterai iems may be used. .

3.3 'Nmor mdy appear.
3.4, c.lamatory and imperatkve sentences may be used.
3.5 Nontraditional'sentence patterns may be used.
3.6 Superlatives may be.used.
3.7 Statements of "allness may apPear.
3.8 Writing may resemble conversation.

4.0 Organizationof Expressive Writing

4.1' Asociative gtrUcturos are used.
4,2 The paper may beepisodic. (Not.a necessary componfla.)
4.3-.Statements may be.repftitious. (Not a necessary corn,

penent.)

5 Now y ar ready to takd the post:test for this moduly:' Write onc
short,papr (i00:200:words) that has an expressive aiM and an
expressive style.. Uso We outline in frame 4 above to eheck to make
sue your paper hAs 111 the compoients of expressivo writing. Your

.

instructor may prilvic you with list of topics. If he/she does .

not, you may seleCt your own. If you have any iuestions on the
material in this module, be sure to .talk with your instructor before
you write.
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APPLYING YOUR LANGUAGE
UNIT 1113 AIMS

Mbdule. 2: Literary Writing

OBJECTIVE : Given a 1 is t o f topics , you will be able to wri tc a short

paper_ (100-200 words) 'that has .a literary aim and a literary
style.

INTRODUCTION: Ail messages, have a purpose for being sent. It is this
purpose or aim that determines what the message will be

igSaid and how it is said. There arc four.aims
. of discourse (any written or oral comnunication) that we

usually contern ourselves with in writing: expressive, per-
' suasive, reference and literary. To d6derstand what they

are we' OWLS t look at the nature of communication. Any
message that we send to others must have four things present
or we can have no Communitation. It must havd' 1) a. sender
of the message, 2) a _receiver of the message, 3) a reality
to which the message, refers, and 4) a signal or code
(usually words) used' to; send the message .

SENDER

.REALM

RECEIVER

Although alt.communiCation must have these four Components.,
one of them will Usually be emphasized 'more than the othcrS,
depending on ,the ;purpose -of die message sent. If the sender
f the message is emphasized'more.than the others, the

writing will be expressive.. (e.g.. journals and, diaries) . If
the receiver of the message 'is emphasited.more than -the
others, the writing will bc persuasive (e4. propaganda and
advertising). ;If the reality te- whicE the Message refers
is empnasized 1,101-6 than the others, the writing will be
referential technical reports and news storiesi. If
fhe signal used to send the message. is' emphasized more than
the others, the writing will-be literary (e.g. novels,.and

. poems). In this unit we will be exploring the characteris-
tics. and the /style of each of these four aims. .

1. Since. the:purpose of literary writing is to entertain, the emphasiS
of the writing will be on

the writer
thc readdr
the subject matter
the language

Check one:'

Look bclew for the,
correct answer

. If =you' said the language, you are right. The language is the same as the
signal "in the 0 iagrap:'in the introduction.
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2. .In literary writing,the authOr would be interested in

.an aesthetically pleasing style
an objective report of an. event dr-15q6Ct

If YOu said_an aesthetically pleasing style,'you are right. Total
objectivity is not a characteristic'of literary writing.

,...11.

3. Read the following 'short excerpts and check the,one you think is
literary.

a. The .catis a domestitated carni-Vore that-has been apopular,pet.
'for cenxuries. 'It is a curious, affectionate'animal, but some-
what independent. Although it is often:kept to.ri&aheuse.of
mice, it will kill'oirds, snakes, and lizards aswell.

b, The cat moved stealthily through.the.shadowS, mAking no sound.
It crodched, entirely imnobile, its twitching rhythmically,
watching a bird that cavorted in 64 grass, obliviouS to the
impending danger. 4

c. Cats are' adorable fluffy animalgthat make wonderful pots. "ihey
' love to be-rubbc:d and peite4, and'when you pet them, uley make a

purring solid to show th ir affectipn. You really should have a '-
cat.

I hate cats. They're A ways in the( way. Jeez, sometimes I want
to kill every cat in world. They're such,slobs, always lying
around--good for nothi g. Cats, you can have.'eml

, -c The cat is a dothestic ted carnivorq thathas been'a. popular pet
for centuries... i a curious, a fectionate animal, but some-
what independent. Jècause of this independence, the.cat is

.

difficult to.train. Although it iS often kept to tid a house of
-mice, it will kill Ibirds, sriakes, and lizards as well.' The Cat
can surviVe on his 1own muCh better tban other domesticated ani-

'mals. It seems that the cat, even though.it is domesticated, is
much closer to its wiild origins than other pets.

f. The cat is a dome$ticated carnivore that has been a popular pet
for centuries. It is a curiouS, affectionate animal, but some,:
what independen/. Given this-independe4ce, it is odd that the
'cat should be.such A popular Pet.. What could- acooynt for it?
One possibiliXy.ir that.thccharatteriStic of independence itself
if attractiv e. to many people, in addition, the enigmatic nature .

-.offtli-d-cat,A)eing both affectionate and independent, may make the
/cat int4gu4ng to many.

P
If yoO said b, ku are right.

/

.11
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4. The followingis a list of the;characteristics of literary writing.

1.0 Nature of Literary Writing

1.1 The. emphasis is on 1anguagei .

-1.2 The subject has the appearance' of reality.
1.3 The writer'atxempts to entertainappeal to aes-'hetic

sensibilities.
1.4 One of the forlowinfi four theories of art may be emphasized,.

ItAllay be expressive. '-

1.4.2 It may teach a. lessen.
1.4.3 It may mirror reality..
1.4.4 It may emphasize forms, structures, and technical

accomplishments '

, x

20 Style of-Literary Writing

LI Style of Lyric Poetry
2.1.1 Usually has rhythm.
2.1.2 May:I-brae.

, 2.1.3 Uses figurative language.
2.1.4 CommuniCates through images

2.2 Style of Narrative Poetry.
2.2.1 Usually has rhythm. ,

2.2.2 Ma), rhyme.

2.2.3' May. use ligurative'language.
2.2.4. Communicates through images.
2.2.5 Tells a story.

: Style of fhe'Prose Narrative (necessary compoftentS
2.5.1 -Tells a :;tery.

r 2.3.2 Mhy use figurative langUage.
. 2.3.3 Set.;:Hg is giv'en.

2.3.4 'Point of view is donsistent.

3.0 Style of Literary Writing (optional coMponents)

3.1 _Colloquial and regional' expressions may bp used.:,
3.2 Emotional, suggestive words may be usecl.

4.0 Organizationofiterary Writing-
. (Ole or hoth Of these brganizational patterns must.appear.)

4.1 Time order is used. .

4.2 Space order-is used.-

5. Now you'are ready to take.the post-test for this module. 'Write one
short.paper (100-200 1,4g)i-d) that has a.literary aim and a-literary
style'. Use 'the outline in frame 4 above te check to make sure your
paperlias all the components of:literary writing. ff-youve any
questions on- the materiE(1.40thiS module, be Sure to talk,with your
insfilldtor before you waite.
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SUGLZSTED TOPICS

There are a number of posSibilities for literary writing:

1. A 'storya short, short
2 . A joke .

3. NI anecdote.
4. A poem of any kind.
5. A haiRudescribed below. (Write five)
6. Fi've cinquains- -described below.

Haiku is a classical Japanese verse form that has a simple beauty and is
based on a unified feeling. The poet writing haiku expects the reader
to feel -the'scen. bintsel Haiku has three lines with a 5-7-5 syllable
gtructure. Often word referring to a seaspn of the year is inclUded.
livweyer, neither syllable structure nor seasbnal reference is.imperative...
*at is imperative is that the writthg be pleasurable and that image,
created, for haiku is all about imagery. Here are some examples: r*"\

Sparrow ,.a the wind
You fly with soaring beauty
Your message is spring.

Waves on clue wate r
Always lap7ing on the shore
Always returning .

ClNQUAINS

Empty,, rusty cans.
Along the sidewalks growing
The ghe.tto flowers.

Cinqua ins /lave ci ye ine verses and take their name from the French word
cin', mean ing " f i ye ." On 1 ine one, write- the name of a person, place or
-0iing. On line tv-,, write two words which describe the word on line one.
On line three, write three words, each one tellin what the Word on line'
one does. OR the fovirth line, write a short phrase or tho:Igh aLout the
word on line one. Finally, on the fifth line., use a word either synonoy-
mous with or Closely real:tad to /.he Word in line one.. Beforoyou begin,
,y,te these examples:

ilork
Satisfyi.g, taxing
Think, labor, improve
One of life's pleasures
Teach.

Pust
Flusty., fuzzv
Floatthg:, Choking, collecting
Dirt -sliced thin
Dry.
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APPLYING YOURLA4ACE
UNIT I: - 1111 :LAaMs

Module 3: RefsUasiveLWritifig

OBJECTIVE: Cen a list of topics, you will be'dble to write a short
'pwer (100-200 words) that has a perksuasive aim and a per-

, S.uasiye style.

INTRODUCTION:; All messages have a purpose for being sent. It is thiS
:purpose or aim that dptermines what the message will be
like--what is said and how it is said. There are fout aims
of discourse(any,written or oral communication) that we
usually concern ourselves with in writing: per-
suasive, reference and literary. To understand what fley

are, we muSt look at the nature of coMmunication. An
message that We send to others must have four things present
or we have no communication. It must have 1) a sender of
the message, 2) a.receiver of the message, 3) a realior tb
which the message refers, and 4) a signal or code (ustially
words) used to send the message.

'

REALIIT

SIGNAL

SthDER 1 RECEIVER].

.Although all comunication must have these four components,
one of them will-usually be emphasized more than the others,
depending on the pUrpose of te message sent. If the,sender
of khe message is emphasized mote than the others, 'the writ-
ing will be expressive,(e.g. journals and diaries). Tf the

. receiver of the message.is emphasized more than the others,
the writing will be persuasive (e.g. propaganda and adver-
tising). 'If the reality to which the message refert i.
emphasized more than the others, the writing-will be referen-
,tial (e.g. technical reports and news s'tories). ,If
'signal used to send the- message iS emphasized, More than the
Others, the writing will be literary (e.g., noyels and,Feems)..
In this unit we will he explcring the characteristics land
the style of c2.-h of these four aims.

1. Since the purpose of perSuasive writing is,to convince others tn
accept a certain idea, the emphasiG of the writing mill be on

4.
the L iter Check
the rgier
the Stipiect matter Look below°for the

-

the laivac correct answer

If you. said:the reader, youare right: The reader is the same as the
. receiver of the message in the diagraM in. the introduction.
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2. In persuasive writing the author would' write

an.objective report of an event or object
only what would reflect favorably onehis opinion

If you said only what would reflect favorably on hi- opinion, you are
right. Total objectivity is not a characteristic of persuasive writing.

3. Read the following short excerpts and check the one you think is
persuasiue,

a. The cat is a domesticated carnivore that has been a popular pet
for centuries. It is a curious, affectionate animal, but some-
what independent. Although it is often kept to rid a house of
mice, it will kill birds, snakes, andlizards. as well.

b. The cat moved stealthily through the shadows, making no sound.
It crouched, entirely immobile, fts tail twitching rhythmically,
watching a bird that cavorted in the grass, oblivious to the
impending danger.

c. Cats arc adorable fluffy animals that make wonderful pets. They
love to be rubbed and petted; and when you pet them, they make a
purring sound to show their affectiOn. You really should have a
cat.

d. 1 hate cats. They're always in the way. Jeez, sometimes f want
to kill every cat in the world. Thy're such slobs, always lying
around--good for nothing. Cats, you can have 'em!

e. The cat is a domesticated carnivore that has been a popular pet
for centuries. It is a curious, affectionate animll, but some-

.hhat independent. Because of this independence, the cat is
diificult to train. Although it is often kept to rid a house of
mice, it birds, snakes,.and lizards as well. The- cat

.can survive on his ownHmuCh better than other domesticated ani7
mals. It seems that-the'cat,evbn thOugh it is domesticated, is
,muCh closer to its wild origins than other pets.

f. The cat is .a domesticated .carnivore that has been a popular.pet
for centuries.' It is a curiouS, affectionate animal,- but some-
what independent. Given this independence, it is odd .that the'
cat thould be such a popUlar pet. What could account-for. ivY
One possibility is that .the characteristic of independence i elf
is attractive to many people. In addition, the enigmatic nature
of the cat, being both affeCtionate and independent ,. may make the
cat intriguing to many.

If you said c, you are right.



4. The following is a list of the characteristicS of persuasive writing.

1.0 Nature of Persuasive Writing

1.1 Personal Appeal
1.1.1 Positive image of the writer is presented.
1.1.2 Writer appears to know the issue (good sense,

expertness).
1.1.3 Writer is not condescendinv
1.1.4 Writer_shows good intentions toward the reader

(good will).
1.1.5 Writer iderltific:s with the readers (shares their -

aspirations, and even their biases and'prejudicts--
speaks their language).

. 1.1.6 Writer gives evidence tqat he is being .;incere and
trustworthy in his statements (good moral character)..

1.1.7 Convinces readerst the writer would hot deceiVe.
them.

1.1.8 Mayassume frankness ahd candor.
1.2, Logical.Appeal

1.2.1' Rxamples may be used.
1.2.2 Slogans, proverbs, and maxims may bt used. .

1..2.3 Supports. the expertness (gocd sense) df the writer.
1.3 tmotional Appeal .

1.3.1 Arouses emotions in the reader.
1.3.2 SupportS the good ,ntentions (good will of the writer.

2.0 Style of Persuasive Writing (necessary components)

2.1 Language is appropriate to the reader.
2.2- Lmotional, suggestive words are used.
2.3 The current social, politial, or religiOus myth is used.

3.0 Style of PersuasivdWriting (optional components)
(These charaCteristics do not have to apper in your papers-, but
if they doli:they are acceptable.)

. .

3.1/1-he writer may intrude ("I," "me," "we," ett. may be used).
The Yeader may intrude .('you," "your," etc.. may be used.)

3.3 Imperative and exclamatory sentences may be used.
.3.4 Colloquial, regional, and slang.expressons may te used.
3.5 Non-literal Items may appear.
3.6 Humor may appear,
3.7 Superlatives may be used.

4.9 Organization of Persuasive Writing (for writing that is more
than one para,

4.1 Title arouses interest.
4.2 Introduction

4.2.1 Introduces the subject:
4.2.2 Makes clear the object of Ihe message.

o
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Arouses attention to the Specific issue at hand.
4.2.4 Arouses attention'to the writer as a man of credi-

. bilityjn this issue.
4.2.5 Arouses attentiopto the interest which the reader

has' at stake.in,.the:matter in, quesEion. i

4.3 Body
4.3.1 Presents 'evidence that supports the contention,
4.3.2 ,May refute tilt Opponent's argument. (This ts )Ict

7 .
always used.7-may be dratted.)

4.4 Conchision
.4.4.1 Reasserts the crr '-.), of-the writer.

4.4.2 'EMphasi?ed the imp, -;e of the logital proofs

, (examples). .

4.4.3 Appeals to the emotiolis of the reader. .'
_

4.4.4 Reviews the'Main issues:

S. Now you ate ready-to take the 'post-test for this module. Write one
s short rdper (100-200 words) that hasa.Persuasive aim and a persua-

s1ve Style. Usethe outline in frame 4. above to check to make sure
your papenhas all the components of persuasive writing; Yetir,instruc-

tor may provide you with a list of topics. If he/she does not, ydu
may select your own. If you have any ques'i./-dns on themateriAl In:

.
this module, be sure to tall, with your instrUo.torbeforb you write.

4

SUGGESTED TOPICS

'nere are a number of possibilities for persuasive uTiting:
0

. .-

1. Write an ad for a product (fake or feal). 7.

2, Write a political' ..speeCh.
7

3 .Write a ietter to th!, editor about an,Issue-you fee: stj.hly about.
4. Write a letter to a friend te-y.ing to convince him/her>to do some-

tiling.

t

. .



APPLYING YOUR LANGUAGE
MIT I: TUE AIMS
Module 4: Informative Writing

OBJECTIVE: Given a list of topics, you will be,able to write a short
paper F100-200 wdeds) that has an informative aim and an
informative style.

INTRODUCTION: All messageS have a purpose for being sent. It is this
purpose Or lim that determines what the message:will be
like--what f,said and how it is said. There are four aims
of discourse (any.witten or oral communication) that we
usually 'concern ourselver with in writing: expressive, per-.

suative,-reference an&lit&ary. ,To understand what they
are, we must look at the nature a communication. Any f
message that we send to others musehave four things present
or wt can have no comunication. It must hawe 1) a sender
.of the message, 2) a receiver of the message, 3).a reality
to which.the.message refers, and 4) a signal or code
'(usually words) used to send the message.

I REALITY

SENDER RECEIVER
. .

Alth9ugh all communication mutt have these four components,
one'of.them will'usually be emphasized more than the, others,
depending on the purpose of the.message sent. If the sender
of the message is emphasized morethan the others, the uTit:.
ing will be eXpressive (e.g. journals an4 diaries). If the
receiver of e message is emphasized More than the others,
the wAting will be persuasive (e.g. 4propaganda'and advpr-.,
tising). 1f the-reality to which the metsage refers is .

emphasized more than the others4.the writing Will he
referential (F-4...technical.reports.and news:.atoriet). If
the sigma t to .send 'the Mes4age is..emphasiied more than
the others', writing will be literarzjo.g.:-,:noVels.and-.
poems). In Unit we wilLbe exploring the charaderis-
tics and,the style of each of these four.aims.

1. Since ,ne purpose of referential
emphasis of the writing will be

Ube writer
the reader
thc'subject mar.er
the language

writing.is tO explain'reality, the
on .

Check one:

Lolok below for the
cdrrect answer

t
If you said te subtlect matter, you are right. The subject matter is
the same ls the reality of the message in the diagram in the introduc-
tion.
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Z. Informative laiting (one of.the three types of referential wTiting)
would

offer opinions Check one:
present facts
make inferences Look below for the
ask questionS correct answer

If you said present facis, you'are right. Presenting facts is giving
information about a topic. The writer does not wish to prove anything
or to explore possibilitfes; he is simply communicating information
about a topic.

3. You would expect the style of informative writing to be

objective
subjective

If ynu said objective, you are right.

4. Read the following short excerpts and checll the one you think is
informative.

a. The cat is a domesticated carnivore that las been a popUlar pet
for centuries. It is a curious, affection te.animal, Llt some-
what independent. .Although it is of-En ke t to rid a Alse of
mice. it will kill birds, snakes, and liza.ds'as well.

b. The cat moved stealthily through the shadows, aking.no sound.
It crouched, entirely iniobile,- its tail twitching rhythmically,
watching a bird that cavorted in the grass, obilvious to the
impending danger. ,

Cats arc adorable fluffy animals that make wonderful pets. They
love to be rubbed and.pettc4, and when you.pet them, they make a
purring sound to show their affection. You really should have a
Cat.

d. I hate cats. They're always in the way. Jecz,-sometimes I wal.t
to kill every cat in the world:: They're such slobs, always lying
around--good for nothing: Cats., you can have 'em!

e. The 60.. is a domesticated carnivore that has been a pollular pe
'for centuries. It iv-a-curious, affectionate animal, but some-

-what independcht. .Because- of this. independence, the cat is
difficult to .traih. A/though. it is often kePt to.rid.a house of

-mice,"it will kill birds, shake3, and liza:Js as well.. The cat
can_suvivieon his, own MUCh_bOtter,than other.dOmesticatedani7.

It'Seems"that ho cat, even.thOugh. it is domesticated, is,
much closer 'n its wild origins than othér.pets,



f. The Cat is a domesticated carnivore that has been a popular-pet
for centuries. It is a curious, affcctionat:e animal, but some-
what independent. aiven_this independence, it is odd taat the

cat shoUld he such a popular pet. What could account for it?
One possibiftty is that the characteristic of independence itselif
is attractive to many people. In addition, the enigmatic naturd
of the cat, being both affectionate and independent, may make the
cat intriguing to many.

If you said-a, you arc right. Infonnative writing presents the facts to

the reader, nothing else.

S. Informative uTiting is one of:the three kinds of referential writing
(interpretive, informative, and exploratory).
The following is a list of the characteristics of informative writing.

1.0 Nature of Informative Writing

1.1 The emphasis is on-factuality.
1.2 'The paper is coMprehensive in its treatment of the topic.
1.3 The paper has surprise value.

2.0, Style of Informative Writing (necessary components)
.4*

2.1 The preSentation is objective ("I," "me," "we," "you,"
"your," etc. are avorided..-

2.2 A concern for reader identification is evident.
2.3 Exact rather than 'emotional or. sugfftstive terms are used.

2.4 Jargon is avoided.
2.5 Term3 are unambiguous--clear, not confusing.
2.p Sentences are unambiguous--clear, not confusing.

2.7 Contractions are avoided.
2.8 Exclamatory and imperative sentences arc avoided.
2.9' All sentences arecomplete (fragments, cOmma splices, and

fused sentences are avoided).
2.10 Subjects and verbs agree.
2:11 Verb tense is consistent throughout the paper.
2012 PronoUns agree with.their antecedents.
2,13 The person of pronouns is' consistent throughout the paper.
2.14 All-words are spelled correctly.
2.15 Punctuation is used apPropriately. '

3. Style of Informative Wrifing (optional components)
(These characteristiCs do notAaVe to appear- in your paper, but

if they du, they are acceptable.)

3.1 Non-literal-terms (e.g. f' 6res of speech) may be used
. .

when appropriate.
3.2 Passive constructioLs may appear (not as much as in

scientific writing).
, 3:3 Tone may'be humorour-.
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4.0 Organization of Informative Writing (follkwriting that is more
than one paragraph).

4.1 Title
4.1.1 It arouses interest.
4.1.2 It covers thè content of the paper.

4.2 Introductionestablishes th expectations of the audience.
4.3 Body--prents.facts.
4.4 Conclusionsums up.
4.5 Optional organizational pattern,may he used instead of

4.2, 4.3, and 4.4. Most important facts come first and
less important facts follow.

6. Now you are ready.to take thej,ost-test for this module. Write one -

short paper (100-200 wor6s) that has An informative aim and an infor-
mative style. Use the outline in frame S above to check to make sure
your paper has all the components of informative writing. Your
instructor may provide you with a list of topics. If he/she 'does not,
you may select your own. If you haVe any questions on the material
in this module, be sure to talk with your instructor before you write.

SUGGESTED TOPIC

Pick something you know-about and present the information. ,
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APPLYING YOUR LANGUAGE
UNIT I: Tdh AIMS
Module 5: Interpretive Writing

OBJECTIVE: Given.a list of topi. , you will be 3b141 t rt

paper (1(0-200 words)* that has an interpretive aim and an
interpretive style.

INTRODUCTION: All messages have a purpose for being,sent. It is this
purpose or aim that determines what the message will be
likewhat is siad ad haw it is said. There are four aims
of. discourse (any written,or oral communiCation) that we'
usually concern ourselve3 with in writing: expressive, per-
suasive, reference and I. rary. To underStand what they
are, we must look at the _ature of communication. Any
message.that we seqd to others must have four-things present
or we can have no comr,mication. Pt must have 1) asender
of the message, 2) a recei,:er of the message, 3) a i y
to which the message refers,,and 4) a signal o ode (usually
words) u.;ed to send the message.

I REALITY I

SENDER RECEIVER

Although all commvlication must have these four components,
ono of them will_usually be emphasized more than the others,
depending on the purpose of the message sent. If the sender
of the mesSage-is emphasized more than the others, the writ-
ing will he expressive_ (e.g.: journals and diaries).. If the
receiver of the message,is eMpliasized more than the others,
the writing will be persuaive (e.g. propaganda and adver-
tising). If the reality to Which the message.refers is
emphasized more than the others, the wr;.ing-Will be
referential (e.g. technical reports and news stories)._ If-.

the Signal used to send the message is emphasized more than
the 'others, the writing .w111 be literary (e.g. novels and
poems). In this unit we will beexploring the characteris-
tics and the style of each of these four aims.

cf.

1. The purpose of referential wr5.ting is to explain reality. Iriforma-
. tive writing (one-of the three types of referential writing) presents

the facts about the reality. Interpretive writing would

offer'opinions Check.one:
present facts
make inferences Look below for the
ask questions correct answer

If you said make inferrnces, you are right. Interpretive writing inter-
prets reality. It seeks to offer proof, or evidence, Jot supports con-
clusions (inlyrences or interpretations) about reality.

92
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2. You wOuld expect the style or interpretivt writing to.be

.

objective.

subjective

If you said objective, you ate right. Interpretive writing, Iike infer-
mative,-cends to be objective because it seeks tc give an accurate repre-'

'.sehtation of reality.

3. Read,the follokng Shortexcerpts and check the.one yc,- think is
_Ilterpretive.

,

a. The cat As a domestic ated carnivore that has been a popular pet
for centuries. It is a curious, affectionate aniMal, but.some-.
what independent. 'Although it is often kept to rid a house of
mice, it will- kill birds, snakes, and lizards as well.-

,

b. The cat moved stealthily through the shadows, making no sound.
-It crouched, entirely:Immobile, its tail twitching rhythmically,
watching a bird thatCavarted in the grass, oblivious to the
impending d*nger:

,

c. Cats are adorable fluffy animals that make wcnderful pets. They
love to he rubbed,and petted, and when you pet them, they make a
purring sound to show their affecti,m. You really should have a
cat.

d. I hate cats. They're always in the way. Jeez, sometimes I wInv
to kill every cat in the world. They're such slobs, alwys lying
around--good for nothing. cat'', you can have 'em!

e. The'cai is a domesticatr -,rnivore that has been a popular pet
for centuries. It is ;, Jus, affectionate animal, but some-
what independent. Aec,, ,f this independence, the cat:is .

difficult to train. Although it is oftenkept to rid a house of
mice, it will kill birds,snakes, and lizards as well. The cat
can survive on his own much better than other doMesticated ant--

maiels. It seems that theca' even though it is domesticAted, is',
much closer to its-wild origins than other pets.

.f. die cat is a domesticated carnivore 'that has been a popular pet
for.centuries. It is a cur;ous affectionate aniMal, but some-
what independent. Given this independence, it is odd that the
cat should be such a popUlar pet. What could i.ccount for it?
One possibility is that. the Characteristic of independence itself.
As attracthe to mahypeople. In addition, the enigmatic nature .

of the,catIr'ing both affettionate and independent, may make the
cat intriguing to many*

,
lUyou said e, you are right. The statements, "Because of this'indepen
dence, the cat is difficult to rairi,' and, "It seems that the cat, even
though At iscjomesticated, is much closer to its wild origins..." are'
interpretations (inferenLes arranclusj.chS) about the information pre.-
sented.,-
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4. Interketive writing is one of the three kinds of referOntial uTit-
ing (interpretive, informative and exploratory).
The following is a list of the characteristics of interpretive writ-
ing.

1.0 Nature of 'interpretive Wiiting

1.1 The emphasis is on the subject matter.
1.7 Evidence is offered.
1.3 Conclusions follow from the evidence.
1.4 The meaning of important words is clear.
1.5 Generalizations are consistent with evidence.

2.0 Styleof Interpretive Writing (necessary components)

2.1 The presentation is objective. ("I," "me," "you," "your,"
etc. are ave led.)

2.2 A concern for logic is evident.
2.3 Exact rather than emotional or suggestive terms rare used.
2.4 Literal'tenns are used; nonliteral terms (e.g. figures of

speech) are avo4ded.
2.5 Terms are unambiguous--clear, not confusing.
2.6 Sentences are unambiguous--clear, not confusing.
2.7 The tone is serious; humor is excluded.
2.8 E,Nclamatory and imperative sentences are avoided.
2.9 All:sentences are complete (fragments, comma splices, and

fused sentences arc avoided.)
2.10 Subjects and Verbs agree.
2.11 Verb tense is consistent throughout the paper.
.212 Pronouns agree with their antecedents.
2.13 The person of pronouns is consistent throqghout the paper,
2.14 All words are spelled coirectly.
2.15 Punctuation is used appropriately and conventionally.

3.0 Style of Interpretive Writing (optional components)
(These characteristics do not have to appear in your paper, but
if they do,'they areacceptable.

3.1 Jargon appropriate to the topic may be us'ed.
.3.2 Passive constructions may appear.
3.3 Multiple modifiers occasionally appear.
3.4 Symbols and abbreviations of tec'llical teems
3.5 Charts and graphs may be Used.

4.0 Organization of Interpretive Writing (for hTiting
than one paragraph.)

may be-employed.

that is more

4.1 Title
4.1.1 The emphasis is on facts, e.g. it is not clever or

fanciful.
4.1,2 It covers the contentof the paper.
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4.2 Introduction
4.2.1 The pui-riose and procedures are presented concisely.
4.2.2 The scope.of the paper is presented concisely;
4.2.3 The subjett of the study is.described.(nay also

appear in'the body).
4.3 Body

4.3.1 The procedure is descrioed in detail.
4.3.2 The evidence is given.

4.4 Conclusion
,

4.4.1 Conclusions aad generalizations du no go beyond
. the evidence offered in the body.
RecoMmendations or proposals are made.

5. Now you are ready to,take the post-test for this module. Write one
short paper, (100-200 uurds) .,that,has an interpretive aim and an
interpretive style. Use .theoutline in frame 4 above to,check to
make sure your paper has components of interpretive writing.
Your instructot may prOvi,de 1;eu with a list of tcpics. If he/she
does not, you may select your own. If you-have any questions on the ,

material in this mod4e, be sux- to talk with your instructor before
you write.

SUGGESTED TNICS

There are a nunber of possibilities'for interpretive writing:..

1. ks! a hypothesis about some mociern trend or situation.in American
Trnment or society, and try to prove your hypoithesis Yf1 historical
or sociological evidence.

2. What is y 7- theory of discourse (writen and oral communication)?
You may aglee or disagree with the theory presented in this course,
bvt you must back up your theory with valid examples.

3. Look at a-magazine or newspaper'and-analyze it for the aims of w6ting
used, 'Drawsome conclusions gbout your findings.



APPLYING YOUR LANGUAGE
IINIT I : AIMS
Module 6: Exploratory Writing

OBJECTIVE: Giveh a 11.=.!: of tr-i you ahie to Writc .

p;Ipo.r ;10Q-200 hvi,:s that has iui exploratory Liim aid an
exploratory style..

INTRODUCTICN: Alt messages have a purpose for being sent. It is this
purpose of aim that detel-Ables what the message will be like--
what is $aidand how it is said. There are four-aims of\
discourse (any written or oral communication) that we usually
con.-rn ourselves with in writing: expressiVe, persuasi,?e,
reference and liter,::ry. To understand what they-are, we must
look at the nature of.communication. Any message that we sent
to others must have four things present or we can have no
communication. It musl have 1) a,5ender of the message. 2) a
reteivor of the message, 3)-a realit:. to which the message
refers, and 4) a signal or code (usually wordS)'77-0t1,1.,o send
the message.'

11071.uTiTi

Although all'eo unication must have these four components, onA
of them will us ally bt emphasized more than the others,
depending on the purpose of the message sent. If the sender
of the message is emphasized more than tile others, the writing

b rcssye (e.g.journals and diaries). If the veceiw
of tI.a message ls emphasized more .than the -:ther.s, the wriring
will be peesuasive (e.g. propaganda and-advertising). If the
realify to whiCh the message refers is emphasized more than th(
other::, the wTiting will be referential (e.g., technical report
and-newr siories), If the 1:Q751-user-a) send the message is
empLiasiztd.more than the o-bers, the writingyill be literary ,

(o.g. novels-and poems) ,. Ih this unit we will be explciring ehe
. chalacteristics and the style of each uf these four aiMs.

,

1. The pu?Posd of referentialyriting is to explain realfty, Interpretive
%riting.seeks 0 offer proof,(evidence).thal..support conclusOns about
that reality. Informa,tive wilting presents facts. ENplorato#y writing
would

,Offr opinions
male inferences
ask questions

'Check onc:..

Look below for the correct 3nswer

If you said, "ask'questionyou ate. right. Explorptory writing seels td
explore possitqlities that- may exist abou'a given question.
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2. You ItZpuld expect the style of exploratory writing to be

assured (certain)
tentative (uncertain)

If you said "tentative," you are right. The' writer of exploratory writing
does'not come to anY. hard and fast conclusions.

3. Read the followlng short excerpts and check the one you think is
exploratory.

a..The cat is a domesticated carnivore that has been'a popular pet
for centuries. It is a curious, affectionate animal, but somewhat
independent. Although it is often kept to rid a. house of mice, it
will kill birds, snakes, and lizards as well.

b. The cat moved stealthily through the shadows, making no sound. It

crouched, entirely nmpobile, its tail twitching rhythmically,
-wat,...hing a Bird that cavorted in-the grass, oblivious to the
impending danger.

c. Cats are.ado?able fluffy animals that.make wonderfU/ p6ts. They love
to he rubbed and'petted, and when you pet tilem, they make a purring
sound to show their affection. You really should haVe a cat. --

d. I hate cats. Therre always in the way. JOQZ, sometiMes I want to
kill.evCry cat in the world. They're such slobs, always lying around--
good for nothing. Cats, you can- have 'em!

e. The cat is a domesticated carnivore thatshas heen a popular pet for
centuries. It is a curious, affectionate animal, but somewhat.
-independent. Because of this independencethe cat is difficult to
..train. Although it is often kept to rid a house of mice, it will
kill birds, snakes, and-lizards as-well. The cat can survive on
'his own much better tban.other domestiCated anipals. It seems that
the cit, even though it.is domesticated, is much.closer to.its
wild origins than other pets.

r_s cat isa domesticated carnivore that has been a popular pet for
ItUrios. It is a Curious affectionate animal, but somewhat
Jependent. Given this independence, it is odd that the cat Should

oe such a popular pet. What could accdunt for One7pDssibility
is that the characteristic, of independence itself is attractive tO

___ypeep-lc. In addition, the-enigmatic .Effi.ire*.of the cat, being.
both affectionate and independent; may make'the cat intriguing to ...

many..

If you.said f, you are right.
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4. Exploratory wilting is one of the.three kinds of refereatial writing
(interpretive, informative, and exploratory).
The following is list of the characteristics of exploratory writing.

1.0 Nature of Exploratory Writing

1.1 The emphasis is on discovery
. 1.2 Thb problem is presented:
1.3 The connusions are tentative.

2.0 Style bf EXplorator); Writing lnecessary components)

,2.1.Thb presentation is objective, but not as rigid as scientific.

2.-2'Tentative words arc used (e.g. "but," "however.," "probably," "on
the other hand," "yet," etc.

2.3 iestions are asked.
2.4 Colloquial and regional expressions,are avoided.
2.5 All senteves are complete. (fragments, comma splices, and fused

sentences are avoided).
2.6 Subject and verbs agree.
2.7.Verb tense is cOnsIstent throughout the paper.
2-.8 Pronouns hgree with their antecedents.
2.9 The person of pronouns is consistent throughout the paper.,

2.10 All words are spelled correctly.
2.11 Punctuation is used appropriately and conventionally.

.3.0 Style of Exploratory Writing (optional components)
These 'characteristics do not have to appear in-your paper, but if they

do, they are acceptable.)

3.1 Non-literal terms (i. . figures of Speech) may 'be used when .
appropriate.

3.2 The tone may be hqmorous.
3.3 Emotional, suggeStive woyds may be used.
3.4 The writer may intrude ("I," "me," "we," etc. may be used)..
3.S The reader may intrude ("you," ."your," etc. may be used).

4.0 Organization of Exploratory Writing (for writing that is more than
one paragraph).

Title--coveis the-ccic
4._ Introduction.

4.2.2 Tells why the topic raises unanswered questions.-
4.3 Body Gat least one of the two following characterigtics,mUst -appear.)

4.3.1 SUmmarizes findings.
Traces the Various avenues explored.

4.4 Conclusion (at least ons of the,two_following.characteristics must-
appear).
4.4.1 Formblates more questions that will provide*fUrther tdpics

for exploration.
Aix4.4.2 Formulates a tentative hypothesis.
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-S Now ybu ire ready.to take the post-test.for this module. Write one
short paper (100-200 words) that has an -exploratory aim and an
exploratory style. Use,the outline in -frame 4. above to Check to mnke
sure your paper hns all the components Of exploratory wTiting. Your
instructor may provide you %O.th a list of topics. 'If he/she does
not, you may seldct your own: If you have any questions on the
material in this module, be sure lo talk with ybur instructor'before
you write.

SUGGESTED TOPIC

P.ick some problem or issue you are-interested in, and explore the
possibilities.
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APpENDIX.0

COMPOSITION I PURPOSE AND GOALS
LONG BEADI CITY COLLEGE

Purpose: The purpose of the coMposition program-at Long Beach City
College is to teach students how to conniunicate, with an
emphasis: on writing.

NITITUDES

To assist the student in develOping better understanding of himself
A. To improve self-confidence

.A. To promote self-awareness.
C. To:encourage-involvement and commitment

.II. To assist the student in developkAg better understanding of others
A. To promote tolerance bf the ideas of others
B. To understand anclappreciate the varieties Of English Dialects

SI:11,1S-

L To assist the student to write effectively
A. To.improve mechanical skills

1. Punctuation and'mechanics.
2. Spelling

#

B. To improve usage. skills ,

I. Subjett-verb agreement
2. Fragments and ROS
3. Pronoun usage

C. To understand necessary'elements.,of'grammar
1. Syntax
2. Parts of speech
3. Sentence patternS

D. To structure compositions effectively
1 . . Out lin ing anning .be fore wri t ing)

a. introduction
b. body

.c. conclusion

2. Transitions

11)1)
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Alb

3. Rhetorical methods
a. logical'
h. spatial

'c. eironological
4. Paragraphing

a. unity
b. coherence
c. -emphasis
d. development

E. To promote effective style
Sentence.structure

2. Diction
a. simplicity

. . b. appropriateness
c. clarity
d. accuracy

To.assist the studvit to improve reading skills'
A. To improve word recognition
B: To improve reading Comprehension
C. To increase the ability to-recall

III. A. To help thestudent participate in group activities
1. .talk--

2. listen

B. To promote speaking skill'S

IV. To assist the ssudent to acquire research skills
A. To asSist.the student in. obtaining,in(annation
B. TO assist the student in using appropriatetechniques of-

doeumentation. .

.

V. To assi4t fhe student to undefstand other forms of documentation
(nedia,'paral.inguistics, non-verbal, etc.)

,.
.

. THINKING CREATIVELY

I. To assist the student to-develop or improvc F,j logical thoUg'
processes.

Lipport generalizations-
Todemand verification.

.

TO-undelest-andpat-ternsof thought-7
e.

C.

D.
E.

F.

To recognize and avoid fdllacies
To synthesize .

To recognive the difference between fact and inferences

. TO assist the student in asking probing question5
To'question 'ideas

B. TO question the,meaning of his own existente
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APPENDIX D

GOALS OF compasmoN I J1T
.TARRANT COUNTYf CCWUNITY COLLEGE,- NORTHEAST CAMPUS

1. Thc student should 1ern to write clear, vigorous prose.

Certainly the primary goal of, a freshman course in
composition is to provide the student.with both the
skills he needs to write well and the opportunity to
practice those skills.. Writing well is defined as
writing clearly, writing vigorously, and writing
accurately. Clear, vigorous, accurate writing
communicates its content without obscurity to the
reader, uses,precise,.yet lively diction, and
moves logically from idea to-idea.

_

2. The student should betome a more independent learner.

One of the, important yesponsibilities of the freshman
course in composition is to adyance the5tudent in
his ability to work rcspousibly and independently.
AlthouWthe membersof a freshman clasS'differ in
age,.cultural background, and verbal. ability,
they s.bare their apprehension on the college e>tperiencc.
Therefore, a freshman coMposition course should provide
experiences which require each student to grow in his
capacity fin- independent and retponsible study.

3. The studen't should learn the.tethniques of writing whieh
free the writerto'say what he wishes to säy:

'Structure in la'tiv houid not be viewed by either
the LL'aL or.student as the impoition of form upon *

content 'butr,dther.as the outgrowth Of-ferm from:
content. Therefore, the.-stddent-should realize that'
wiat he wishes.to say.c4n dictate .the organkiational
forti-Of---his=:ConityeS'it efficiently:
and effect ively when .he realiz.:cs that: certain strategies.

.of structure are.aVaifableto him and,that,hc.is free'
to clio6se thc most doMpatiti4 to his topic:

.



4. The student shOuld derive pesonal satisfaction from
:having composed,

'A freshman composition course provides students with .

the.opportunity to discover both the difficulties and
joys of writingwell, Every student in compospition
sbould feel enhanted and reassured as he grows in his
understanding o the Englis4 language and his ability
to write tompete 1% The goals of the course are
intended to help the _tudent find liberation from Ihe
apprehensions of writing _and to discover the positive
values df writing succinctly.

5. The-student should recognize that writing is a craft,

An important aspect of teaching composition is to
combat the misunderstanding thaz writing is.a .
cmative enferprise indulged in only by geniuses
and'eccentrics. Any person who-has demonstrated
motivation and minimal ability can be taught to write
in a clear, uncomplicated'style. Undoubtedly some
will write better, than othgrs, but the goal of
writing effectively can be achieved bY any responsible
freshman utho accepts the premise that he can master
The.lise of language basic_to the craft of writing.

6. The student should realize that "the writing of good
Inglish ,is,a moral matter."

Donald Hall.in his valuable little book The Modern
Stylists comments on Robert Graves' words by ;idding,."And
thermorality is a morality of 4-rIt1--11:ntg
modern studeht, more than iony s c.31 re,

era, needs L- ci:qrc neri hek,k,t clarity

Atki P,Loal ,te of the obfuscations of baa prose,
- of deliberately ddshonest' or insidiously slanted .

writing. The integrity of good writing,is a concept
that each student should inairpo6te into hiss
dc;eloping style., He should'he consciOUsOf good
writing and even more conscious of bad writing, :
If style is the man, fhen he should consi.:.er what.
the elements of.his style are'and what his style is
saying about him.

;0V7_
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APPENDIX E

COPIAJNICATIONS .1, AT t442AMEC COMUNI1Y COLLEGE

Section OneHunan Comthunication Theory and Practice,
(Weeks 1-2.S)

Goals: 1. The student will understand theIleed fdr
effearve communication. -Students will be introduced
to what effective communicatio n. is, its necessity in
human behavior, its"role in the life ofthe technical
student, and what motivates theindividual. to
communicate.

2. Tis student will understand the bastc
process of c'6nnunication. Emphasis will be on the
individual's communication behavior through a.m.pdel
of, the communication procpss--enceding, transmitting,
medium, receiving, decodingto help the student
understand what happens when he communicates.

3. The student will understand the role of the-
individual's perception in the process of communication..
That both the sender and receiver respond not directly
to reality but to their perceptions of reality will be
in, :,- the student tr7--nugi-, a discu%sjon of perceptual

MOO.A.'S SU4.1 Jucatic, pat AperieN
int ::-1;:s-. , and pe.:r g-

4. tudent will apply,his knowledge of
coinmunication theory. Th.: instrUctor Will determine,
through class discussiOn, assignments of his choosing,
and tests-, the level of comprehension' attained byllis'
students.

Section TwoListening as Communication (Weeks 2.5-3)
Goals: 1. The student, will understand the role of
laTEening in the process.of communication. Students
will be introduced'to listening as a necessary part°
of..the entire-sendez-receiver process and-the feedback
which should aCcompany effective ommunication. He .

should also understand how much listening is..a part
of a dayrs.communicative actifl.tk and 1-ow poorly, the.
typical person listens.'

- 2. The studba-WIII-Uhdet-SfaWd-the-problems
which prevent effective listening and-learn better

;listening habits.. The -basic bail.

the subjectunintereSting, criticizing the-:
elkker's delivery getting.:OverStimulated,.i listening'

...enly'llot..facts,- trying to make comprehOsive--otitlineS,.
I.
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faking at. .t.i4'"Jon, tolerating or reating.distracti-ms;
evad. difficult'qaterial, reacting to entutional language,

wastthg listening times-should be discussed and
illustrated.

,3. The student will apply his knowledge or
effctive listening. ,The instftictor.will ,letennine,
through class dit:cussion, assignments of his choosing,
and tests, the level of compre1iensi66 attained by-
his students.

Section Three- -Noriverhal Communication (Weeks 4-6)
Goals: The stwlent will understand the pervasiveness
of noaverbal coninunication in ninan behavior. Recognition
of *ale' extent to which verbal forms of communication
are dependent upon or compleMebted by nonverbal
commUnication, its pervaSivenes in society, and connections
to material already discussed in the course should be
emphasiied here.

2..The student win understand specific areas
of ionverbal communicatdon and their limitations. -.The-
major areas of concern should be irr simple bbdy language,
color, space, or territoriality, and time as they form
parts of the social communications structure--both as
it affects the student in his job and in normal
interpersonal relations. The student should also be
Arurned as to the limits involved in reading nonverbal
commimications, particularly body language.. Accierate
coirimunica4ion is a matter'of patterns of nonverbal
behavitr, not ,single signals.

3. _The student will apply his knowledge Of
nonerbal forms of communication. The instructor
should ascertain his students' comprehension of
nonverbal forms through projects, group assignments;
or tests Mach rely on observation or performake.

Section Four: Verbal Comunicafion and Its Problems
(Weeks 7-10)

Goals: 1. The student will' understand how lengUage
operates and conveys meaning. Oiscussion should ceriter
on what symbols are, how they are .agreed upon, the
relationship between danguage maps and territories,
whymeaning resides in the person using th language
rather than in the langetage itself.

2. The student will understand the causes and
cures of .basic distortions which can occur when-using
language. The major areas of concern include the
fact-inference-judgement problem in language usage,
detr:1-onand- connutatiorr, the---confusion
arises from abstract.ing,...and the distortions iinherent
'in pol nization, stereotyping, and labeling.,
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3. The student will apply his knowledge of
language-and its problems. The instructor will
determine, through class discussion, askignments
and projects of his choosing, and tests,\the level
of comprehension attained by his students.

Section Five--Technical Writing and Speaking
(Weeks 11-15) . .

coals: 1. The student will understand the need for
dr,aaization in technical communication. Students

c lwi earn basic principles of organization-, audience.
.

consi eration, detailing,and preparation common to
most technical c6mmunication prpblems. Hbwill
also understand the neceSsity for acceptable grammar'
and spelling. r

. 2. The student will understand the basic uTitteo
for* corn n to employment situations. Ervbasis should
be upon.le ers of application, application fonrs,
:doesunes, vit,s, an,l srmple.repoi.ts.

.
5. The student will understand basic speaking- +,

situations. Emphasis should beUpon understanding
,the purpose of an interview, preparing for the .

interview, arranginF for and competing the inter-
view, and Upon sinple verbal repdhs and instructional
speeches.

.
. 4. The student will ipnI.v hiS knowledge of

technical writirtg and speaking situations. The .. -

instructor will require writing an4speaking wh'ih
will:demonstrate the stgdents' proficiency in the
communicative situations most likeW.to be encountered
by tbe technical student. .

1.06.



-3IOGRAPHICAL SKI:TM

Pa,11 Loch ainter was born in Fairfield, :11incis on Deeembe"r 18, 1952, to

Jean and Frank iunter. Ho was graduated from Mc-lorial Senior High 'School

in Houston, Texa's in 1971 and was.graduat.ed magna cum laude from the

University of i'exas at Austin in l75 with a Bacheloi- of Arts Degree.

in 1:ngiish hi1e at U.T. he was inducted into Phi iieta Kappa,

.Phi Kappa Phi, and Phi Eta Sigma. He will be graduated from the

University of Flcrida in junC, 977 with a i:laster of Arts Degree in

English. Ile has accepted a positjon as Instructor of English, in

Irving, Texas at North Lake College, an institution of the Dallas

_County Community College District..
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